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BY ROSANNE LUFRANO 


President Gerald Ford spou here on Tuesdlly, March 26 in 

the PAC's Theater A as part of the President's Leadership 

Forum. Gerald Ford was appointed to the Vice Presidency in 

December 1973, after the Watergate scandlll was exposed, and 

V.P. Spiro Agnew resigned. After a heater 8-month period of 

controveny surrounding Richllrd Nixon's termination, Nixon 

was forced to resign and Ford became the 38th President ofthe 

United States, on August 9, 1974. 


President Ford lectured on finances)." 
the management of the U.S. Ford said, "We have a 
Federal Budget and the unique opportunity in 1985 
dangers of the deficit. Citing 'the first since World War II 
statistics from Reagan's for economic prosperity. If we 
proposed 1986 Fiscal Budget, properly manage the budget, 
Ford pointed out that there is a we can guarantee economic 
current deficit of $212 billion. prosperity~ We're in good 
Reagan's budget would economic times, provided we 
decrease the deficit to $180 have the wisdom and courage 
billion, with. expenditures in the management of the fiscal 
totalling $973 billion and budget. By 1987 it would be a 
revenue totalling $793 billion. serious stalemate to answering 

Ford also noted that in 1983, the problem if we fail. On the 
the deficit soared to :~~ ()() other hand, we have the 
billion, as the government opportunity to guarantee our 
borrowed $.25 for every $1 it economic future, required that 
spent. each of us is willing to join in President Reagan has reduced The Ex-President would like inquired about the support of 
Ford Sees Opportunity For and cooperate." the growth rate to 8% from 15- to see a ceiling on Foreign Aid. the South African Apartheid 

Prosperity Ford Recommends Budgetary 16%. He asserts, "We're spending Government (Apartheid is 

" Squeeze-Down Areas OfExpense: Defense and $19 billion on foreign aid - a separation of the races and in The Ex-President is not 
Foreign Aid ceiling enforces discipline in South Africa, the whitecomfortable with the economic President Ford recommends 

management of aid money. minority tyrannically rules the state of the country. "We are a squeeze-down of the growth Ford also "believes very This is fair, if we're going to black or non-white populafacing increasingly serious rate of domestic entitlements strongly" in the defense of the help. We expect the same from tion). The problem, Ford says, financial problems. The such as transfer payments to nation. He feels, however, that our own citizens." is how do you best help? He government has accumulated individuals, retirement, Social spending $1,700, billion 
Tax Hikes Are A Last Resort cited Reverend Leon Sullivan's $140 billion of interest owed on Security, food stamps, etc. - (Reagan's 1986 defense 

debts of over $950 billion. Each programs that are 43-44% of Gerald Ford believes that tax principles. about, the bestspending proposal)in one year approach 10 helpmg blacks.year, the interest climbs the totall cash outlay. He's not is not necessary. Instead, Ford hikes or "revenue enhance Divestment is countersignificantly. The government recommending cuts in these suggests a stretching out of the ment" would be a last resort to 
productive for blacks who are must make a concentrated areas, but a reduction of the expenditures over a 5-6 year solving the deficit problem. "If beneficiaries of corporations,effort to better manage (its growth rate. Ford noted that period. you add money to the budget, it 
says Ford. won't be managed better." He The final question, asked by

believes that there are serious Purchase junior Petermanagement problems andSenate Holding Referendum and Exec Elections waste with the money the Burnham, concerned the 
proposed financial aid cuts in government spends now 

By JESSE MENTKEN Reagan's budget. Ford feels
adding to it is not the answer. that the cuts are headed in the In one week SUNY Purchase Lecture Series. the situation "is not desperate" right direction. The factor Ford students will be voting on two The Student Senate Budget but added that an increase Question-A nswer 

questions is determining what referendums and the results Committee is ciJrrently would help fund projects such Period is an adequate income parents could dramatically alter deciding how the revenue from as a student center. Wilkinson must earn in order to put theirstudent life on campus. next years fees, predicted to was less confident, saying that Purchase Alumnus Timothy 
asked to children through collegeThe referendums are put to a remain the same as this years at the Film Series, General McDarrah Ford 

without being granted aid. vote once every four years and $203,964, shall be spent. Jens Programming Committee comment on the Daily News 
Reagan has decided thatthe results are binding. One Wilkinson, a member of the (which plans many of the large front-page headline in 1975 
$32,500 is the limit and that areferendum asks students if the B'udget Committee and Chair campus parties) and the which stated a "quote" from 
student must contribute $700 Student Activities fee, of the Student Life Committee Planning Committee (which Gerald Ford, -concerning New 
towards their education.presently at $50 per semester, of the Student Senate, said that funds the clubs) would suffer if York City's bankruptcy crisis, 
President Ford agrees. should continue for the next if the student body approves an increase is not approved for "N.Y.C. Drop Dead." Ford 

He mentioned that thefour years. The other the activity fee he will support next year. replied that the headline was 
default rate on student loans in referendum asks if the Student an increase to $55 per semester. The second referendum, "totally inaccurate." He added, 
some institutions is 25% - "anSenate should remain- a This, he said, would add about concerning SASU member "I felt that N.Y.C. should 
outrage." He cannot justify this member of the Student $20,000 to the 85-86 budget. ship, is also put to a student tighten its belt, and they took 
percentage and feels that it isAssociation of the State According to Wilkinson, if vote every four years. the necessary action to prevent 
important for a student toUniversity. the referendum passes an Currently the Student Senate bankruptcy. Today, N.Y.C. is 
contribute towards his/herThe revenue from the increase could be enacted solely pays about $6,000 to SASU relatively healthy." 
education.Activity Fee is collected by the by the Student ·Senate. anuaUy and gains the services Ron Wooley, a junior L&S 

Student Senate Association However, Wilkinson suppor of a SASU political organizer, student, asked president Ford President Gerald Ford did 
and is used to fund: clubs and ted the possibility of the Senate currently Tom Keating. He has his views on religion and prayer not stay on campus to talk to 
organizations such as the Gay  asking students if they worked with the Senate and in the classroom. Ford students at a "Fireside Chat," 
Lesbian Union, the PurcJ;ase !>upported an increase on the Student Union in several reiterated what the U.S. the usual format for a 

President's Leadership Forum Matrial Arts Society, the referendum next week. political issues: stopping the 21 Constitution maintains - that 
Student Union; student Supporters of an increased year old drinking law, our government shall not program. He did, however, 
services such as the van run,and fee have said that itis necessary preventing tuition hikes and establish a religion in this attend a dinner at Pepsico 
the Alternative Clinic; student due to rising costs - the New York State higher country. Ford opposes Headquarters the preceding 
activities such as the film series, inflation rate was 4% last year. education budget cuts, fighting organized religion getting evening and a breakfast in the 
Wednesday Night At South, Bill Rice, Vice President of involved in government. PAC's Green Room before the 

see SENATE on page 4 lecture.the Halloween Party and the Finance at the Senate said that One man in the audience 

..' 

President , Ford Lectures Here; Discusses Budget Management 

A breflkJtut reception/or Gerilid Ford WIll held In the Green Room; pictured I. to r.: Senllte Pnlident 
John WIlIUunI, LOild EdlJor ROIIIIIM LI4/rIlllO, Pre.sltknt Gerllld Ford, Pwc/uue Prelident Sheldon 
Gnbltdn, CoIle,e Council Chlllrperlon SlIIIIuel Fredmtur. MIIII on right Is not Identified. 
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NEWS BR"IEF8 
Nomi1Ultions Jor Dean oj 	 Be Ready For .Registration! 

Students' Awuds Are 
Now Being Accepted 

The DiVision of Student Affairs is 
pleased to announce that nominations 
are being accepted for the 1984-85 Dean 
of Students' awards for outstanding 
contributions to the quality of student 
life at Purchase. Up to three a wards are 
made each year to recognize a member 
of the senior class, a member of the 
faculty or professional staff, and a 
member of the clas.ified service staff; 

These awards are intended to honor 
those persons in our community whoSe 
participation in the out-of-<:lass life of 
Purchase students goes well beyond any 
expectation of their campus roles, 
whether they be studentsm faculty or 
staff. Employees of the Student Affairs 
Division are not eligible for this 
recognition as the very nature of their 
positions involves a strong commitment 
to and involvement with student life and 
services. 

A committee, chaired by Lou Bristol, 
Director of Financial Aid, will select the 
awardee(s). A letter clearly 
documenting service to students beyond 
what is reasonably expected of the 
nominee is required' and should be 
addressed to the Dean of Students' 
Awards Committee in care of the Office 
of Financial Aid, Campus Center 
South. Any material in addition to the 
letter is welcomed. 

The awards will be made at the 
Annual Campus Awards Day on 
Friday, April 26, 1985. The deadline for 
nominations is Friday, April 17, 1985. 
Remember, there are three categories: 
seniors, faculty or staff, and persons in 
classified services. 

Senate.. Lecture Series Holds "Career'"Week" 

By JOYCE GERINGER 

Did you get a chance to check out any 
of the Career Week workshops or 
lectures? 

Allison Mahoney, Executive Vice 
President of the Stud~nt Senate 
Association, with the cooperation of the 
Career Development Office, organized 
this Student Senate Lecture Series 
intended to prepare students for their 
job searches after school. Although, it 
was a new program, Mahoney said 
Career Week "was successful." 

Along with workshops on necessary 
skills such as resume writing, 
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assertivesness training for women, and 
presenting oneself for an interview, 
tltere were discussion panels by alumni 
from Purchase who spoke about their 
experiences in the job market. 

Commenting on the effort needed to 
organize and run the series Mahoney 
said that Carreer Week was 
"revolutionary because the (Student) 
Senate went out of its way to cooperate 
with the Deans, academic departments, 
and other areas and the students should 
be excited about it. I want to get others 
.involved." 

Defines Its Goals 
The Men's Group .is a student 

organization founded in 1984 that 
provides a supportive environment for 
the male members of the student bQdy. 
One of the primary goals of the group is 
to help the members learn how their 
relations to others are effected by some 
of the prevalent social forces and myths. 

The Men's Group believes that true 
sexual equality will only occur when 
both men and women acknowledge the 
sexist elements of society and work 
together to abolish those elements." 
Men, as well as women, are hurt by 
living in an oppresive society. 

The Men's Group holds weekly 
meetings Thursday at 9:00 p.m. in the 
Fireside Lounge. Issues that have been 
discussed recently are : role models; 
how men create barriers to full 
relationships; how to relate to 
feminism. The emphasis in our 
discussions is on personal self
awareness and exploration. We are 
planning to bring speakers on campus 
and hope to show some films in the near 
future. The Purchase Men's Group is 
open to all members of the college 
community. Please leave a message at 
the Women's Center, 253-5559 and we 
will contact you. 

One final point: the above explaination 
that rests on a very particular view of 
American society does not have to be 
adopted by anyone interested in the 
Men's Group. Rather, if you have any 
feelings about the above points come 
discuss them with us. 

Reevaluating her effort, Allison 
said,"1f one student was effected by this 
week, I did a good job, but close to 200 
benefitted." 

Joan Albert, Director of the Career 
Development Office, said the series will 
occur again but admitted that she would · 
like to get more staff involved. ~Albe.rt 
also said that the alumni panels were 
especially helpful because "on hearing 
alumni talk students can learn things 
they cannot learn anywhere else." 

Looking ahead, Albert said that 
Career Week "will be even better next 
year." 

ACTS DeaclUne II Near 
The deadline for entering the fourth 
annual American Collegiate Talent 
Showcase (ACTS) is rapidly drawing 
near. Interested students must have 
their entries postmarked by April 15, 
1985. 

ACTS is a national competition for 
college students who wish to pursue-a 
career in the entertainment industry. 
Not only can ACTS provide students 
with that all-important industry 
contact, but also gives them the 
opportunity to compete for cash and 
scholarship prizes, showcases, 
auditions, overseas tours and more. 

Categories include contemporary 
and classical music, drama; dance, 
variety, songwriting, comedy writing, 
plus a special merit award in video 
production. 

Students should submit their entries 
on an audio or video cassette not more 
than five minutes in length with a black 
and white photo. For " additional 
information and official entry form 

• 	contact: ACTS, Box 3ACT, New 
Mexico State University, Las Cruces, 

Computerization Will Ease Lines 

Drop-off registration has now 

become computerized. Effective with 
the registration period the week of April 
22, 1985, registration will take place in 
the Humanities Building, Room 2057. 
Your approved registration will be 
entered directly into the computer while 
you wait. You will know immediately if 
you are closed out of any classes or if 
there is a pro~lem with your 
registration. 

As in the past, registration will be 
done according to the number ofcredits 
you have accumulated (this does not 
include your Spring 1985 registered 
credits). In order to move the liM 
quickly, you mwthave your Completed 
Credit Audit with you and ready to 
present to the operator. If, when you 
receive the audit, you feel there is a 
mistake in the total credits, please go to 
the Transcripts Office {I 1043) for a 
review of your me. 

During the week of April 22nd you 
can only register once. 

NO ADD! DROP FORMS WILL 
BE ACCEPTED. 

For those students closed out of 
classes, there will be an adjustment 
period during the week of May 6th in 

Humanities, Room 1041. At that time 
you must brina either an approved 
Add! Drop form for a new class or a 
yellow POI form for a class if you were 
closed out of it. 

Registration for Fall 1985 will take 
place the week of April 22-26. Are you 
prepared? Do you have questions that 
need answering 'before you can register? 
The more questions you get resolved 
before registration, the less hassle you 
will have during the registration process · 
and the less ada! dropping at the start of 
the new semester. 

Ifyour concerns are not resolved with 
a faculty member, come to the 
ADVISING INfORMATION 
CENTER which is located within the 
General Education Office {I1023). This 
office acts as an auxiliary to faculty 
advising. Its purpose is to provide 
students with general information and 
to make referrals to appropriate 
faculty! staff. If your questions concern 
changing advisors, declaring a major, 
computing your GPA, probation, 
General Education requirements, a 
leave of absence, study abroad 
programs, etc., the staff of the Center is 
here to help you or to refer you to 
someone who can. The office is open 
five days a week from 9 to 5. 

FYI-

About Arthur A. 

Schomburg 

For Your In/ormation is presented by 
the Block Students Association 

Arthur A. Schomburg was born in 
San Juan, IPuerto Rico on January 24, 
1~74He spent much of his life worUil&. 
to disprove a teacher's remark dIU" 
Negro had DO history.'HaviDa'-
his early education in Puerto Rico, he 
left for New York in 1891, and h~ was 
soon teaching in the Central Evelling 
High School. In 1896 "Schomburg 
joined the Bankers Trust Company 
where he worked for oVer 20 years, all 
the time continuing his search for his 
lost heritage. 

From 1904 he wrote hundreds of 
articles, speeches and letters to the 
editor relating to the Black experience. 
In 1915 he helped found the Negro 
Society for Historical Research and 
seven years later was elected President 
of the Negro Academy. By this time he 
had become well-known among rare 
book dealers everywhere. John Edward 
Bruce, scholar and activist W.E.B. 
DuBois, and .Countee Cullen were 
among the friends who dropped by to 
peruse his growing collection of Black 
cultural treasures. When it came to The 
New York Public Library in 1926, it was 
one of the most important such private 
collections in the world: he had 
gathered over 5,000 volumes, 3,000 
manuscripts, 2,000 etchings and 
portraits, and several thousand 
pamphlets. 

After serving as Curator of Fisk 
University Library's new Negro 
Collection, Mr. Schomburg returned to 
New York in 1932 to head The New 
York Public Library's Division 
containing his collection.His work of 
fostering that collection continued until 
his death at 64 on June 10, 1938. 

Arthur Alfonso Schomburg's legacy 
to future generations is the irreplaceable 
treasures in the Schomburg Center for 
Research in Black ·Culture. 
17Ie §.chombuTg Center of The New 
York PUblic Library is located at 515 
Lenox Avenue (between 135th and 
136th Streets) in Manhattan. For more 
in/ormation call (212) 862-4000. 

http:involved.~Albe.rt
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Supreme Court Rules Agawt
Dorm Authority Spending 1 Mil On Draft Resistor 

By MICHAEL SEAN WINTERS Old Apartment Renovation Capital CoUetiate News 

By JESSE MENTKEN 
It has been a long year of 

frustration for students living 
in the Old Apartments but, the 
leaking roofs and broken 
heating systems may soon be 
dreary memories. 

The New York State 
Dormitory Authority has told 
the College that it will spend 
about $1 million repairing the 
Old Apartment Complex and • 
that the apartments will be 
ready for 100% occupany by 
the beginning of next semeste,r. 

In addition,the leaking roofs 
of five old apartments have 
been repaired at a cost ·of 
594,000. These apartments 
were condemned during the 
1984 summer but are now 
expected to be open for 
occupany by the fall. 

During the past year, the Old 
Apartment Complex has 
shown numerous signs of 
deterioration. In many 
apartments: the thermostats 
controlling the heating system 
no longer operate; the vacume 
seals on window panes have 
broken leading to moisture 
buildup; bathrooms show signs 
of mold and mildew due to 
moisture buildup and the walls 
and floors are resultantly 
weakening. 

The $1 million, according to 
Laura Avitable, Assistant 
Dean for Campus and 
Residence Life Operations, 
Ben Hogan, Associate Dean 
For C&.RL and Pat Coughlin, 
Executive Vice President of 
Finance, will be used to repair 
these troubles. Avitable 
cautioned, however, that 
because money may be 
insufficient for complete repair 
work on every problem the 
repairs will be done on a 
priority basis. 

5230,000 has already been 
earmarked for roof work which 
is deemed by several college 
officials as the most pressing 
concern. Avitable said that 
bathroom repair and thermos
tat/ heating valve work were 
the second and third priorities, 
and,she added, "The next 
priorities are isolated 
problems. For example, some 
apartments have staircases that 
need re-supporting." She also 
mentioned that bedroom 

The Supreme Court, by a 7-2 
majority, ruled last week that 
the indictment of David Wayte, 
for failure to register for the 
draft, did not violate his 
constitutional rights. Wayte 
had argued that he and other 
vocal opponents of draft 
registration had been singled 
out for prosecution because of 
their protest activities, 
activities that are protected by 
the First Amendment. 

Justice Lewis Powell, 
delivering the opinion of the 
maj ori ty, defended the 
govern'ement's "passive" 
enforcement policy as 
producing no exceptional 
burden on Wayte's rights. 
Under a "passive" enforcement 
policy, the Justice Department 
indicted only those offenders 

. who reported themselves or 
were reported by others. In late 
1982, the government adopted 
an "active" enforcement system 
in which Social Security 
numbers and driver's licenses 
were matched to find 
nonregistrants. 

Wayte had to demonstrate 
that the passive enforcement 
scheme was discriminatory in 

III both effect and intent. The 
] Court held that whatever 
:..I discriminatory effects existed 
] were brought upon Wayte by 
~ himself "by refusing to register 
~after being reported and 
o warned by the Government." 
o In order to show discrimina
-g,tory intent, Wayte had sought 

several government documents 
A /tU:tUk 0/ till old IIpIIItmmt that the government refused to 

shelving is "totally inadequate" difficulties with bureaucracies hand over citing executive 
and kitchen exhaust fans are almost anything can happen privelege. The majority 
ineffective... opinion denied discriminatory until th~n." 

According to Avitable, the intent on the part of t~e 
Officials in Campus and government but did not"type ofapproach" and the cost 

Residence Life, Maintenance address the issue of Wayte's of materials will determine the and college administration right to those documents. extent to which all needed have agreed that the problems The minority dissent,repairs take place. The at the Old Apartment Complex delivered by Justice Thurgood Dormitory Authority, legal can not be seen as the normal Marshall, focused precisely on owner of the SUNY Purhcase 
results of wear and tear. It has Wayte's right to obtain those dormitories and apartments, been speculated, by several document.s. Marshall did notcontracts out the work and college officials, that poor argue that Wayte's indictment determines the specific repairs 
materials were used in some of should be dismissed, only that that are needed. "But", 
the original construction. he had a right to subpoena the Avitable mentioned, "they do 

documents in order to make his 
case. 

Marshall warned that the 
passive enforcement policy 
"was certainly susceptible to 
abuse ... the correlation between 
vocal opposition and violations 
of the law makes it relatively 
easy to punish speech under the 
guise of enforcing the laws." It 
is worth noting that the 
government last employed a 
passive enforcement policy in 
another politically charged 
case in its prosecution of 
striking air traffic controllers in 
1981. 

The legal subtleties of the 
issue before the Court, however 
fascinating, are of less 
si g n i fi ca nc e t han the 
implications of the ruling. The 
majority recognized the 
potential difficulties for all 
criminal enforcement proceed
ings had they ruled in Wayte's 
behalf. Wayte's argument that 
by reporting himself as 
violating the law he was merely 
exercising his constitutional 
right and could not be 
prosecuted on those grounds 
was summarily rejected. Justice 
Powell writes, "such a view 
would allow any criminal to 
obtain immunity from 
pro sec uti 0 n s imp Iy by 
reporting himself and claiming 
that he did so in order to 
'protest' the law. The First 
Amendment confers no such 
immunity from prosecution." 

Opponents of draft 
registration can find little 
solace in the decision of the 
Court which . reaffirmed its 
position that the power "to 
raise and support armies .. .is 
broad and sweeping." Like all 

.draft cases, the Court 
commented on the balance 
bet wee nco n s tit uti 0 n a I 
freedom and national interest: 
"Unless a society has the 
capability and will to defend 
itself from the aggressions of 
0 the r s con s tit uti 0 n a I 
protectio~s' of any sort have 
little meaning." 

so while conulting the school." The Dormitory Authority is 
Avitable said two weeks ago in the process of suing the Nat Sci Evacuated Due To 

that she was hestitant in original contractor for 
believing the DA's assertion $350,000 charging that Bomb Scare that all repairs will be construction was poor and that 
completed in time for next the company violated contract 

By MICHELE FIOT AKIS semester. "Based on ' the specifications. 
A bomb scare in the Natural 

Science building prompted the 
evacuation of students andDate Set For Lobby To End Arms Race 
faculty on April I, Public 

College students, faculty and 
staff from across the country 
will gather in Washington on 
Thursday, April 18th for the 
1985 University Lobby to End 
the Arms Race. They will meet 
with members of Congress to 
inform them of widespread 
campus support for policies 
that would halt the nuclear 
arms race. 

Participants in the Lobby 
Day will discuss four legislative 
priorities with their legislators: 
restricting funds for nuclear 
explosives testing and 
resuming negotiations for a 

II missiles; continuing a 
moratorium on testing of anti
satellite weapons, supporting 
efforts to reduce funding for 
Strategic Defense Initiative , 
(Star Wars) research and 
supporting efforts to maintain 
the existing ABM treaty in 
force; and finally, supporting 
legislation for a comprehensive . 
bilateral freeze on the testing, 
production and deployment of 
nuclear weapons. The lobby 
day will feature briefings by 
Washington arms control 
lobbyists, meetings with 
legislators, and a chance to 

Campuses to Prevent Nuclear Safety reported. 
War (UCAM), an organization According to Director of 
founded in 1982. UCAM Public Safety, Mark Albrecht, 
presently has 60 campus at lO a.m., three anonymous 
chapters and contacts on 700 ~lephone calls were made 
campuses in all 50 states and stating that a bomb was to go 
Canada. Students for Nuclear off in one hour. 
Disarmament, Yale University, "---~.~-""".--.--.
will lead the field organizing experts. Michael Wls~rue, a 
effort to encourage participa- key Lob~y ~ay orgamze~ at 
tion in Lobby Day. Yale and Yale ~m~erslty, summanzes 
national UCAM will be the objectives ofthe lobby day: 
assisted in their efforts by "We hope to spark a re~e~ed 
UCAM chapters and indepen- effort to curb the. ~pIraling 
dent campus groups through_nuclear ~ompetltlon by 
out the country. demons~rating the presence. of 

Last year, 700 participants a well-Informed and active 

.----------1 
Interested student groups have 
been callins from around the 
country and the organizing 
effort is well ahead of last 
years's pace." 

Lobby Day organizers are 
currently seeking contact with 
persons or groups interested in 
learning more about the event. 

Albrecht speculated that the 
threats might be related to the 
midterm exams that were given 
that morning. Nick Zoda, 
Assistant Director of Public 
Safety added that Public Safety 
was formulating a plan in 
conjunction with various 
Divisional Deans to provide 
additional space for classes in 
the event of further threats 
during examination periOds. 

comprehensive test ban treaty; share experiences with campus from 65 campuses gathered for campus !?ovement !or ~rms Even campuses unable to send 
stopping appropriations for delegations from around the the first Lobby Day. Students c~ntrol. ~CAM ~ Field delegations to Washington 
extremely accurate, potentially country. spoke with their members of Director !hil Antwe.ller says D.C. are urged to support the 
first ... trike weapons such as the The national sponsor of Congress and were addressed that he expects this year's . 
MX, Trident D-5 and Pershing Lobby Day is United by national arms control event to be much larger. see LOBBY on page 4 



SENATE/rom JHl.fe 1 LOBBY from page 3 
Nader Speaks At Manhattanvilleaims of Lobby Day by against severe federal cuts in 

collecting signed proxy financial aid to college 
statements which will be 
delivered by participants to 
members of Congress. 

For more . information, 
contact either of the 
organizations listed below: 
Students for Nuclear 
Disarmament 
Yale University 
Eric Celeste 
Box 1698, Yale Station 
New Haven, CT 06520 
(203) 436-1480 
UCAM 

Phil Antweiler 
1346 Connecticut Avenue NW 
Suite 706 
Washington. D. C. 20036 
(202) 223-6206 

I - _. 

students. In past years SASU 
has been influential in 
Purchase students gaining the 
right to vote on campus in 
national and local elections and 
staving off devestating state 
budget cuts in 1982 when the 
entire Freshman Studies 
program was slated for 
elimination. 

The election for Student 
Senate Executive postitions 
concerns four one year 
positions: President, Executive 
Vice President, Vice President 
for Clubs and Organizations, 
and Vice President for Finance. 

'I .- .,.-- .. movement. "We have 
, . , _ ;MAECTLY ~CAOS$l."OM NO l • WJiITE PLAINS,A.A, STAT'ON~ ~:J become cultured in the process 

of consume, ""'Iuicscnce," beI::J saId. Dunng his two hou! talk 
. Nader repeatedly mentIonedVilleAUTO BODY that buyers must ed.ucate 

"CONTINUING A 30-YPRTRADf'Y1ONOfOUAUTY.a SERVICE" themselves on the q~ty ofC products and the techniques of 
shopping if they want to have 
an influence on the type aqd 

lIIMONIZING a RUST PROOFING EXPfATS 
ONE OF 1HE MOS 1111100fllN FACILITIfS III 'IllES rCHES UR 

CARS CAN IE LEFT ..MORNING-PICKED UP AT NIGHT 

_~A"'_~ 

~ .... No................. . 

781-25f7 
ALT..CAU · ,., .• !>41 _._J 

Apply now to UU's 15th annual 

SUMMER or SCIENCE 

\ '\ \ '.., /1/

. Get Your~ Academic or 
Pre·Professional training in / ~ 

~ BIOLOGYICllEMISTRY 
---- MATIIEMATICSIPIlfSICS --- 

2 Summer Sessions starting .JUNE 6th and JULy 22nd 
Take your choice. This summer you can... 

• Choose from 90 introductory. advanced. and graduate sections 
• Get your pre·professional preparation for medical. dental or 

optometry school 
• Complete your undergraduate science requirements 
• Upgrade your scores on professional admissions tests 
• Gain a thorough scientific grounding in the health professions. 
• Take summer graduate courses for an early start in your teaching 

career or industrial and advanced research 

• Select day or evening dasses 
• Benefit from individual attention and tutoring 
• Study in state-of-the·art laboratories 

COURSES IN AU. O111fR DlSCIPUNf5 AVNl.A&f, 


!'or information or to apply. 

call (718) 403-1011 or"..lI coupon today. 


/. -------~------------------- Admissions Omce (9 "01'
I '~Long Island University \ 

Brooklyn campusI University Plaza. Brooklyn, NY 11201 I 
I Yes. I am interested in UU's Summer of Science program. II 

Please send me more details.I , I 
!'lame r ' III ______________________~~~~~_______A~~ 

\ CIty1Stat£lllp .• - - J 
, f'1tofI( . An ~~/AIIImutivt ActIon ~ , . : -r • ~ 

l 

-...----------------------....., 


By .JESSE M~TJ(EN 
'"The battle for consumer 

justice is a battle for who -is 
going to shape the political 
economy, buyers or sellers. If 
consumers want to win this 
battle then they must become 
assertive." 

This statement was made by 
Ralph Nader, a leading 
champion for consumer rights, 
during a recent lecture at 
.ManbattanviUe College. 

Since the pUblication of 
Unsafe At Any Speed in 1965 (a 
book revealing the da ngers of 

·the automobile industry) 
Nader has been in the forefront 
of the growing consumer 

quality of goods that are 
available in stores. 

"The average family's food 
budget per year is about $2,000. 
This could be lessened by S7SO 
if the family spent ten hours per 
year educating itself on food 
shopping." 

Nader had an assortment of 
suprising and unsettling facts 
that he used to reinforce the 
importance of ed ucated 
consumerism. 

·Hotdogs or "the deadly 
pink missile" are 29% fat and 
12% water. 

·One can of Coca-Cola 
contains 9.6 teaspoons of 
sugar. 

Nader spoke informally. 
wearing a suit that was a bit too 
large. He is a tall and slender 
man, his hair now speckled 
with grey, reminding all that he 
has been making these speeches 
and doing this work for several 
decades. 

He related consumerism to 

other broader Haues such as 
water safety and ,the 
deterioration of the atmos
phere. 

"22 carcinogens were found 
in Miami water last year...but 
the President will only work on 
purefying water if we say that 
the water problem is part of an 
international communistic 
conspiracy," Nader Said. 

Another environmental 
issues discussed was the 
destruction of the atmosphere 
by aerosal sprays. "In 50 years 
glaciars will start to melt" 
because the aresoal sprays will 
weaken the atmoshpere letting 
in dangerous sun rays" he said. 

Towards the end of the 
lecture Nader asked those in 
attendance to raise their band if 

.they were determined to be 
leaders in the advancement of 
justice. In a rather sobering 
moment, but one that seemed 
to be expected by Nader, about 
one-third of the hands were 
raised. 

The SUNY Purchase Children's Center, Inc. 

lVEEK OF THE YOUNG CHILD 


APRIL 7-14 

,JOIN OUR_CE~~RAT:I!lN 


APRIL 11 
Coffee House 8an1-9am. ALL are WELCOME 


Basement ofCampus Center North 

Stan ,-our da\' \\-1t11 Us.
- . 

APRIL 14 
SUNDAY-SECOND ANNUAL P01LUCK FUND RAISER 

and TALENT SHOW: aNhe Buffer 6 pm. 

Please join us for this special finale 


For tickets call 253-8079 
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The 1984-85 Academic Year is' coming to a close, and many 
LOAD editors will be vacating positions, due to graduation 
and/or promotion. The following is a list of openings for various 
editorial positions: 

News Editor, Arts Editor, Viewpoints Editor, Sports Editor, Business 
Manager, Ad Manager, Photographers, Cartoonists, Writers, Van 
Drivers ($!), Typesetters ($1). 
If you are interested, drop by the Load office In the CCS 
basement. room 0028, or call 253-9097. 

Don't waitl Start contributing your talent and skills right awayI 

Since
rely, the ~' .c', 

. LOad S ' 
dltOrial a 

,_ oard 
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with-Jack Lester, Attorney At La" AIIIMsty Group "Adopu" P",tl,IIIIYIUU 
Dear Jack, 

.to Flik, and it is their responsibility to 
The management at Flik told me that see that it is redelivered to you. Flik is

unless I left my coat outside the Dining negligent in the respect that they request 
Hall, I would not be allowed to enter for you to leave your coat outside the

my meal. The area they provided for Dinina Hall, but they don't provide
leaving personal property wu not adequate facilities to insure the safetyof
attended by any ofthe personnel and, of that property. Under the law, 
course, my coat was stolen. There are restaurants are liable for property left in 
lockers provided for this purpose, but their coat check rooms. Article 12,
they are useless because I have to pay Section 201, of the New York State
for my own lock. I don't think it's fair to General Businesa Law states that, "u to 
expect me to pay extra money for a property deposited by guests or patrons
lock, when I already pay a lot of money in the parcel or checkroom ~fany hotel,
to eat there. 1am not the only person to motel or restaurant, the delivery of
have my coat stolen because of Flik's which is evidenCed by a check or receipt
mismanagement. Flik owes me mODey therefor and which no fee or charge is 
for my stolen coat. Do you think I stand exacted, the proprietor shall not be 
a good chance of recovering this money liable beyond $200, unless such value in 
is small claims court? excess of $200 shall be stated upon 

Signed, delivery and a written receipt, stating 
Furious at Flik such value, shall be iJaued, he shall in no 

Dear Furious at Flik, event be liable beyond $300, unless such 
As I mentioned in the previous loss occurs through his fault or 

article, small claims court was negligence." 
established for just this type of Ifyou want help preparina your case, 

situation. Yes, I think you should file a call the Student Lepl Service OffICe, 

claim for the amount ofyour coat. Your ext. 9096. 

personal property, otherwise known as All legal re8earch done by U$M 

a "bailment," was handed over in trust Ziegler. 


A Feminist Perspective On Life 
.BJ TINA DePAOLO 

9 a.m. The alarm clock rinp. with questions concerning my sexuality 
Bzzzzzzzzz. A woman's hand forcefully and being curious about what ' options 
slams down the buzzer. Her body falll life could offer me. Unfortunately. my 
back into bed, clinging desperately to ' particular audience was not interested 
the last five minutes of solitude. As her in providing me with guidance. Many 
eyes look up to the morning sun new women have felt this frustration and 
thoughts flow into her consciousness ... have had abandon the questions or find 
"A penis is a bloated clitoris." Then her answers on their own. For women to 
Dlind travels to the reality of the new break down this alienation and 
day. "24 hours of intellectual empower themselves, cultivating a 
masturbation with penilCi on power feminine dialogue is necessary. 
trips." On this campus the Women's Union 

This woman must now muster her creates a context in which women c::an 
body out ofbed and prepare her mind to voice their opinions u women. The 
conform to the thought patterns of a meetinp, held every Friday at noon, 
patriarchal society. Even in these address keyfemiDistissues. Theaesaions 
modem days of the SO's, where women envelope a wide J'IUlIC ofage, economic 
are heavyweight contenders in the ring and cultural factors Thus CRating an 
of the job market, men are still the open and dynamic forum for heated 
ultimate referees. Let's face it: all of debate. Within this diversity a 
life's facets are molded by men. In our universality exists based on the female 
educational institutions, from the grade experience. Women c::an voice their 
school principal to the college president feelinp and see common types of 
and professor, from the elite executive oppression and self-inflicted 
politician ·to the local congressman in a suppression. 
brown ·three-piece polyester suit. In the In the last four mcetinp, abortion. 
business world, male domination and sexuality have been the key issues. 
ranges from top corporate executives The Supreme Court upheld the right for 
and Wall Street hustlers to the owner of a woman to have an abortion thus 
the neighborhood store. And now the CRating a furious pro-life versus pro-. 
ultimate: Religion. In Western religions choice debate. The developing fierce 
it is accepted that God is a man who anti-abortion movement (which is 
chose disciples (mm) to carry out hu supported by many women) seems to 
word. indicate that abortion rights pose a 

Where is the voice of woman in all threat to the institutional values that see 
this? It is stifled and locked in a cage woman u solely u wifel mother. 
deep within herself. Women have to The abortion iJaue is important
constantly compromise their beliefs and because it questions who has cotrol over 
ideals to fit into todays society. They a woman's body; the woman herself or 
struggle u workers, teachers, artists, the ma1e-dominated state. This is 
students and mothers to achieve status intrinsically connected with female 
in these ma1e-dominated iriatitutions. sexuality. In America, women's 
Often, while working towards this goal sexuality is defined u "other." It is seen 
they c::an lose their feminine perspective. (whether consciously or unconsciously) 
It is extremely difTlCult for a woman to as an extentsion of the male 
achieve success based on her own reproductive organ and is not 
personal terms and beliefs because our acknowledged u an entity in itself. 
culture allows little room for women to Therefore, sexuality has been taken 
explore exactly what these terms are. away from women and poli~ into a 

Once understood, these beliefs can be form molded by patriarchal norms. In 
structured into a personal dialogue our discussions we bring sexuality back 
allowing women to be comfortable with to the person and grapple with complex 
who they are. Furthermore, this problems women face when they try to 
awareness enables them .to consciously define their sexuality. 
decide what type of actions they need to The Women's Union meetings
pursue in order to reach their goals in the for aprovide arena feminist 
society. dialogue. This is where women, from 

I have not forgotten what it wu lite mothers to students, can begin to grup
being a thirteen year old female bursting a sense of themselves. Women need to 

The Purcbue Amnesty Group has the previo.... l.otMl, or in'any other form, 
adopted four Paraguayans for its letter -the . Purcbue Amnesty Group ub 
writing campaign. The four were students of SUNY Purchase to send 
arrested three years ago in the capital letters appealing for the immediate 
city of Asuncion and reportedly release of Maria Margarita Baez, 
tortured and remain in prison. They are Antonio Gonzalez Arce, Asterio Lugo 
amona 36 people held incommunicado Valenzuela, and Roque Ruiz Dias to: 
for six months after police conducted General Alfredo Stroessner I President 
raids in the city. Following a hunger de Ia Republical Palacio del Gobiemol 
strike, police transferred them to Asuncion, Paraguay. The salutation is 
regular prisons, and a court sentenced "Dear Mr. President." Airmail postage 
them Jut June to prison terms of more is +te. 
than four years. Anyone interested in joining the 

The four prisoners are: Maria Amnesty Group should come to 
Margarita Baez, a 36 year old Student Union meetings on Mondays at 
manicurist; Antonio Gonzalez Arce, 33, 9:30 in the CCN Conference Room, or 
an insurance salesperson; Asterio Lugo contact Tom Whitford at Box 2502. 
Valenzuela, a 29 year old peasant; and Nominations are now in order for 
Roque Ruiz Diaz, a bricklayer aged candidates of the Distinguished 
over 60. According to information Teaching Professor award. This title is 
received by Amnesty International, awarded by SUNY to faculty who have 
Baez suffered a miscarriage as a result of demonstrated outstanding competence 
torture, and her health seriously in undergraduate teaching over a period 
deteriorated during detention. The of no less than three years at their 
prianoners' defeDse lawyer said after he present college. 
requested that Baez receive a medical Eligible for nomination are faculty at 
examination a senior police officer beat the rank of lU$ocillte or full professor 
him. who have regularly carried a full-time 

Paraguyan authorities claimed that teaching load in semester hours and 
the prisoners held membership in the number of students served. Criteria for 
banned Paraguayan Communist Party exceptional teaching competence are: 
and tried them on charges of violating a demonstrated flexible teaching 
state public peace law. Amnesty techniques adapted to students' needs 
International believes that the and interest; continuing concern for 
government has arbitrarily used the law students as shown by easy accessibility; 
to justify detention of suspected and high academic standards in the 
opponents and their opinions. The clusroom which are clearly upheld in 
orpnization has expressed concerns evaluations of student performance. 
about the prisoners' trials and the Nominations can be made by any 
court's reliance upon statements made faculty member or student. The 
under duress or signed by the prisoners dead.line is April 19th. Letters should be 
without knowledge of their contents. sent to: Deanne Molinari, Room 20 12, 

Adopting a form similar to the one in Humanities Building. 

"Silent. SCJ;'eam~' 'Depicts A False 
View Of Abortions 

By ELENA ARENGO· The'rtlm, be referring to the fetus as a 
aad LYNNE McGINTY "child" that "sense the aggression" of 

Dr. Bernard Nathanson, a the suction catheter and reacta by 
gynecologist, obstetrician and an strugling and opening its mouth in a 
abortionist, has recently decided to scream, is obviously playing on the 
show the public the abortion of a 12- emotions of the viewers, to say nothing 
wcek-old fetus in .the controversial film of the emotions of women themselves 
'"The Silent Scream." Throughout the who have had abortions or will 
film, we hear the narration of Dr. someday be faced with the decision to 
Nathanson: "We Can see the child have one or not. What if one were to 
moving rather serenely in the observe the fllm and ignore the words of 
uterus ... The child senses the aggression Dr. Nathanson? Our guess is that the 
in its sanctuary ... We see the child's observer rilight only see a mass of 
mouth open wide in a silent scream ... " protopwm responding reflexively to 

But is this really what we see? Not any outside stimulus. 
according to a group 'of physician film Scientists (and philosophers, for that 
reviewers recommended by the matter) have not yet come to an 
American College of Obstetricians and agreement as to when a person becomes 
Gynecologists. These experts stated a person. As long as abortions are 
that "there is no evidence to indicate shown to us u '"the killing of a child," 
that the fetus has a capability of instead of a simple surgical procedure 
purposeful movement, of perceiving that removes a portion of tissue, women 
what Dr. Nathanson says it perceives, who seek them will continue to be 
or to struggle against what he says it is considered "murderers," rather than 
struggling." The physicians also individuals who have control over their 
explained that a 12-wcek-01d fetus own reproduction. Furthermore, it 
c::annot perceive pain, as the brain makes working-class and poor women a 
cortex is still undeveloped at that stage; particularly vulnerable target of the 
it is merely exhibiting a reflexive consequences of such destructive 
reaction which is further accentuated in propaganda. By imposing feelings of 
the fllm by changing the speed from guilt on women, by manipulating the 
slow to regular motion. emotions of the public, and thus 

These are just some of the visual and contributing to the formation of 
conceptual distortions that are reflected attitudes, "The Silent Scream" is 
in '"The Silent Scream." However, the another instrument of a patriarchal
real issue behind these misconceptions ideology that denies women the right to 
is the manipulation that underlies the determine their own destinies and 
portrayal of such misleading images. choices of roles in life. 

define the roots of their oppression. the answers. Then, and only then, can 
They need to embrace the questions women have the tools to actualize 
and, with the input of others, discover beliefs on their own terms. 
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Dancese: On Our :Block 
By GRAY MONTAGUE their heads like roosters, the last half ofthe piece came women who excite the men by coquettishly waggling

TheHubbard Street Dance Company has come a dangerously close to looking like a "Solid Gold" their limbs. The first two variations were stylish,
long way from the early days in 1977, when their only routine.' leading into a sequence where the dancers sat on chairs 
performances were benefits to entertain the elderly at Conversely, the following work, "Tiempe" by John executing a variety of "toe-tappin'-knee-slappin'"
senior citizen centers around Chicago. Since then, they McFall, was thoughtful and humorous. Claire Bataille movements, while they mugged obnoxiously at the 
have achieved both national accolades and began by moving alone on stage to the third movement audience to convey their good humor. PeriodicaUy,
recognition from abroad. The fourteen member of Stravinsky's "Three Pieces for Clannet.'Her arms each face would contort into an open-mouthed grin
ensemble presented a mixed program on the evening swiveled sideways, like a marionette, from the elb9ws and the eyes would peer in a sidelong glance. After 
of March 23 at the PAC. down as she performed- the gestural choreography. using Joplin's music for the entire piece, Conte 

The company opened with the powerful "Line ' The solo concluded as a tremor echoed through her displayed his insensitivity by abruptly switching to 
Drive," choreographed by co-artistic directors Lou legs and outstretched arms. The fragmented Billy Joel's "Rootbeer Rag" in the last variation. This 
Conte and Claire BatailIe. Immediately one noticed movements of the combination captured the was a distraction from the competitive dance between 
the well-trained bodies of the entire group clad in quirkiness of the Stravinsky scoreHer successor, Kitty the two men in the piece. The lean Carlton Wilborn,
glossy blue unitards. Some dancers whirled around-in Skillman, then entered to perform the entire sequence however, was possessed of inexhaustable energy and 
attitude turns, while others pumped their pelvises three times as fast. As she clapped her hands and danced with admirable assurance. 
vigorously. A trio of men (Alberto Arias, Craig gesticulated frantically, she resembled a mechanical "The 40's," the concluding work on the program,
Raclawski and Carlton Wilborn) then stepped bird. Her dancing was alert and intelligent for the proved to be the climax of the evening. Set to music by
forward and executed a bravura combination of leaps duration of the piece that was structured on variations Ralph Bums and Sy Oliver (ala Glenn Miller) the 
and turns traveling diagonally across the stage. This of the original combination. The two dancers were dancers were unabashed and good natured, dressed in 
initial section allowed the company members to show joined by Alberto Arias and Susan Parker; at the end easy tuxedo costumes. The piece seemed to erupt
off the clean balletic-jazz dancing that they are famous all four trembled passionately. spontaneously as the back line of performers jostled
for. Midway through the piece, however, the "At the Rosebud," choreographed by Lou Conte to their heads like James Cagney as George M. Cohan. 
choreography became repetitive, incorporating an the familiar rags of Scott Joplin, seemed like a Kitty SkiUman pranced like Puck in opposition to the 
over abundance of fan kicks. Both choreographers Chicago version of MacMillan's "Elite Syncopations." unified ensemble and then hugged herself in ecstacy of 
seemed to be fond of one combination (composed of The similarity between the two pieces is striking for the music. By the curtain caUs, the energetic mood had 
multiple "jazz" pirouettes faIling into a "layout") in they both contain a pas de deux for a tall, vivacious become infectious. The audience applauded longer
particular, and drew upon it heavily. As the women fell woman (Shauna Goddard) partnered by a twirpy klutz than usual, then stomped and swayed out of the 
onto the floor in horizontal splits and the men bobbed (Craig Raclawski), as well as a flirtatious trio of theatre to their cars in the parking lot. 

From Israel: Notes :01 A..Travel Log 

By JANE WERMUTH 


Israel is a phenomenon. Rich in history, natural 

beauty, religious and cultural traditions, art, ancient task of personal perseverance. You are never quite 

architectu.re, and mythology, Israel is the perfect sure of reaching the top. Israeli soldiers, carrying 
 below the water enjoying a look at some of nature's 
culmination of new and old. Its geographical location packs and rifles, pass you at least six times on their way most colorful tropical fish, you can imagine the shark 
has earned it an interesting and important role in up and down. This lets you know that the task is hiding beneath the coral reefs waiting to attack. Ifyou
history, and continues to do so now. Israel has to its indeed finishable, and points out that at age 20 your are not prone to such fears you find yourself in an 
credit the Bible, perhaps the greatest literary treasure body should not be so atrophied. The top of Masada underwater wonderland. If you are, perhaps it is time 
of the Occident. Wars were fought over a single word lays waste to the complaints you made while climbing. to take a stroll down the beach and enjoy the water 
in the text. Marc ChagaU, so inspired by the history of The five year old girl who held your hand and coaxed from a safer perspective. ' 
his people, created twelve stained glass masterpieces. you irflebrew to finish the climb runs off. You resolve In the Old City of Jerusalem there is an Arab 
Each window represents one of the twelve tribes of to work out twice a day upon returning to the United marketplace. Now it is time for the true tourist in you
Israel, as described in the Bible. . States. to come out, after two weeks in the desert you are 

The birthplace of Jesus Christ has an interesting The ruins of Kinlflerod's summer palace are fiUed proud to caU yourself "a tourist." You take your life's 
story to it. Bethlehem (Bet-Lechem) is an Arab village with tourists from aU over the world. One can see on aU savings with you into the city. The first thing you wiU 
outside of Jerusalem. Christ was born in a stable. ' sides, views of ancient Roman camps; and of course n.<;>tice is that the Arab moneychangers ,offer more 
Ancient, rich, religious zealots, however, felt the Dead Sea. Natural pillars of salt line the water's shekels to the dollar than do the banks. You change aU 
uncomfortable with this, and erected a magnificent edge. Mosaics on the floors ofancient bathrooms may your money to shekels, and think smugly about what a 
church around the orginal manger. The Romans, entice the art historian, but the in-ground swimming .,great deal you just got. The second thing you wiU 
frenzied with their recent adoption of Christianity, pool, on the top ofa mountain in the middle of a desert notice is that everything costs less is dollars. You buy
"borrowed" any religiously significant article from the certainly takes the cake. everything you see, anyway.
church and removed it to Rome. Tour guides litter the The port of Eilat on the Red Sea is a tropical During the flight home you think back to what a 
plaza outside of the church, and offer official tours in paradise. It is here that if you are a true sun god or wonderful place Israel is and resolve that you wiU go 
every language imaginable. IronicaUy, for only sixty goddess you can reach a true state of tanned again. You will also encourage everyone else you see to 
shekels (about 5¢) one can buy a picture postcards of perfection. For the more activity oriented person there go, as you enjoy living vicariously. You may even write 
all the Roman-Catholic art treasures. is snorkeling. Snorkeling provides an exceUent an article for The Load encouraging all students to 

Climbing Masada is probably the most underrated opportunity to develop highly irrational fears. While take advantage of the Science Study Tour to Israel. 

~ET Spring FestivalEast O:t; West Is lJest;'Curated By Students, 
Brings Three Plays

To Be Exhibited 'At Neuberger . Next Week 
By JULIE KENYON By MEAGHAN CHISHOLM 

East Or West Is Best. Domestic facet of 17th Century Dutch life but the Concordia and Discordia; Jacob Cats' In ease you are wondering what you
Genr~"Pi'ints from the Netherlands. (a exhibit funnels down to domestic genre Huwelyck (Marriage), and Pieter are going to do next weekend...Are you 
17th Centuty motto written by Roemer prints." Bruegel; the Elder's La Cuisine Grasse a) bored b) tired c) feeling culturally 
Visscher) is an exhibit of 19 prints made Most of the works in the exhibit are and La Cuisine Maigre. deprived d) all of the above? If you 
between 1560 and 1660, curated by engravings and etchings, however there "The Institutions we borrowed from answered yes to any of the preceeding 
Donna Dempsey and Patricia Magnani is one mezzotint, The Fruit"Peeler by each had large collections of prints. It questions, PET has the remedy for you. 
as the first Senior ArtHistory project Wallerant Valliant, c. 1660. Mezzotints was like a needle in ahaystack to find The Purchase Experimental Theatre 
that has been a collaborative effort. The are engravings made from copper or domestic prints identifl8ble as the Spring Festival begins next week. The 
show will open on April 23 and continue steel by · scraping or burnishing a home, instead of landscapes, We had a first weekend wiU feature three one-act 
through June 30 at the Neuberger roughened surface to produce light or possibility of 40 out of hundreds, but plays: Enemy. an original play written 
Museum's Project Gallery. shadow effects. "It is considered a chose only 19," Ms. Magnani and directed by Ellie Serena; The 

"We began working on the exhibit in laborious process by some researchers," commented. Sandbox, written by Edward Albee, 
September '83, and it took two courses stated Patricia Magnani, one of the The works featured in the exhibit are -directed by Susan Merritt; and The Zoo 
to get us interested: Northern Baroque curators. "The plates produce a velvety on loan from public and private Story, also by Mr. Albee, directed and 
Art and Dutch Genre Prints. Dutch black image and they also deteriorate coUections: The Metropolitan Museum produced by Barbara Conte. 
Genre Prints focused on all kinds of very quickly." of Art,Harris Brisbane Dick Fund, The Ms. Serena, a member of the 
genre prints, encompassing landscapes Among the works in the exhibit are Elisha Whittelsey CoUection and Fund, Dramatist's Guild and AS CAP, calls 
to interiors," said Ms. Magnani. "The Rembrandt's Virgin and Child with Cat N.Y. Public Library, and the Davison see PET on page 11term 'genre' can apply or cover a whole and St. Joseph; Crisped de Passes's Art Center, Wesleyan University. 
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The life I live is so precious 
And it takes so much to make me realize this 
It takes pain and unending tears 
It takes death. 
But now I know I am a survivor 
I am strong. 
Life has been tough~ rve been tougher. 
I am a winner and will continue to 
overcome any obstacle God sets before me 
And I will learn from this. 
And even though you~ve left me 
I~m going to love you forever. 
(untitled) ---L. M. Y. 



NEUBERGER 

Sunday, April 14 
5:00 p.m. 
Opening: "Diane Arbus: Magazine Work 1960-1971" 

and "Hollis Frampton: Recollections" 

Neuberger Museum 

The following is a schedule of Films b Videos being shown 

as part of the Hollis Frampton exhibit 
Video 

Tuesday through Sunday 

Museum Hours 

every hour on the hour 

Shots 

Weekend Screenings 


Tuesdays through Fridays 

I p.m. &- I :45 p.m. Otherwise Unexplained Fires 

I :30 p.m. &- 2 p.m. Lemon 

Program J 


Sunday April 14, and May 19 

2 p.m. AbB in Ontario 

2:30 p.ro. Surface Tension 
3 p.m. Palindrome 
3:30 	p.m. Less and Zorns Lemma 
Program 2 

Sunday, April 21 and May 26 
2 p.m. Nostalgia 
3 p.m. Poetic Justice 
4 p.m. Critical Mass 
Pr.ogram 3' 

Sunday April 28 and June 2 
2 p.m. Travelling Matte 
3 p.m. Ordinary Matter 
4 p.m. Remote Control 
4:30 	p.m. SPecial Effects 
Program" 

Sunday May 5 and June 9 
Magellan: At the Gates of Death 
2 p.m. part J: The Red Gate 
3:30 p.m. part 2: The Green Gate 
Program 5 

Sunday May 12 
2 p.m. Cadenzas I b IV 
2:30 p .m . Straights of Magellan: 
Drafts b Fragments 
3:30 p.m. Winter Solstice 
4: 15 p.m. Gloria! 

Program 6 
Every Saturday 
2 p.m. Manual of Arms 
2:30 p.m. Carrots and Peas 
2:45 p.m. Lemon 
3 p.m. Prince Rupert Drops 
3: 15 p.m. Tiger Balm 
3:45 p.m. Otherwise Unexplained Fires 

DANCE 

Friday/Saturday, April 12//3 

8 p.m. 

Senior Projects 
Pilar Alamo, Rara Bracco, Charlotta Garrett, 
Hernando Cortez 
Dance Lab Theatre, Dance Building 

SPORTS 

Wednesday, April 10 

4 p.m. 

Men's Tennis: Purchase \IS . Maritimt' 

Tennis Courts 

Thursday, April 18 

3:30 p.m. 
Men's Tennis: Purchase \IS. Manhattanville 

Tennis Coun~ 


STUDENT ACTIVITIES 

Mondays 4:30 p.m. - Student Senate meeting 
Conference Room, CCN 
Mondays 8 p.m. - Dry & Clean meeting 

Conference Room, CCS 
Mondays 9:30 p.m. - Student Union meeting 

Conference Room, CCN 
Mondays 10 p.m. - Gay/ Lesbian/ Bisexual Union 

meeting~ 

cu 
~ Fireside Lounge, CCN 
Q) 
~ Tuesdays 4:30 p.m. - Purchase Experimental Theatre 
u 

CI) meeting 
c: Humanities Room 0017c: 
-1 	
>, Tuesdays 8:00 p.m. - Intervarsity Christian Fellowship 
>-. Bible Study 

L:l Dining Hall Mezzanine 
o Wednesdays 12 noon - Narcotics Anonymous meeting-o 
~ Room 2007, CCS c. 

Wednesdays 4:30 p.m. - CORE (Steering Committee of 
the 
Jewish Student Coalition) meeting - open to all 
Cafeteria, CCN 

Fridays 12 noon - The Women's Union general 
meeting 
April 12 discussion topic - "Birth Control and 
Women's Health Services," with guest speaker from 
the Alternative Clinic 
All campus members are invited to attened 
Women's Center, First Floor, Soc. Sci. Building 
Fridays 7 p.m. - Intervarsity Christian Fellowship 

General Meeting 
Dining Hall Mezzanine 

FILM/VIDEO 

Tuesday, April 9 Friday/Saturday, April 12//3 

12 noon 11:30 p.m. only 

"Reuben Reuben" "Rebel Without A Cause" 


.Commuter's Lounge, 2nd Floor, CCS Humanities Theatre 

Tuesday, April 9 Tuesday, April 16 


8 p.m.l1O:30 p.m. 12 noon 

"Repulsion" directed by Roman Polanski "Hotel New Hampshire" 
Humanities Theatre Commuter's Lounge, 2nd Floor, CCS 
. Thursday, April II 	 Thursday, April 18 
Peter Hutten will show his films Stan Brakhage film showing 

Check posters for time and location Check posters for time and location 
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MUSICIRECIT ALS 

Tuesday, April 9 
Sp.m. 
Sheri Torgrimson, horn 
Music Building 
Wednesday, April 10 
5 p.m. 
Composers Forum with Bruce Adolphe 
Recital Hall, Music Building 
Wednesday, April 10 

Sp.m. 
Sarah Rothberg, pianist; featuring works by Berg, 
Beethoven 
Recital Half, Music Building 

Thursday, April II 
Sp.m. 
Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center 
Charles Wadsworth, Artistic Director 
Theatre A, Performing Arts Center 
Friday,Aprill2 

Sp.m. 
The Twentieth Century Chamber Players of New York 
Steve Sacco and Nathan Bucknew, Directors 
Recital Hall, Music Building 

Saturday, April 14 
2p.m. 
Adrianne Fuller, violin 
Music Building 
Saturday, April 14 8 p .m. 
Tokyo String Quartet 
With guest artist Raphael Hillyer, viola 
Theatre A, Performing Arts. Center 

SAturday, April 13 
Sp.m. . 
Concerto Competition Winners Concert 
Jeremy Swerling, Conductor 
Theatre C, PAC 

Sunday, April 14 
Jp.m. 
Philharmonia Virtuosi 
Richard Kapp, Conductor, with Guitarist Eliot Fisk 
Theatre A, PAC 
Sunday, April 14 
Jp.m. 
Evan Bowers, tenor 
Recital Hall, Music Building 
Sunday, April 14. 
6p.m. 
Steven Flanter, viola 
Music Building 
Sunday, April 14 
'p.m. 
lonald Viggiani, clarinet 
Music Building 
Tuesday, April 16 
':JO p.m.
Jill Pellett. viola 
Music Buil'ding 
Tuesday, Aprd 16 
p.m. , 

Cuis Conway, percussion 
Music Building 

CAREER DEVELOPMENT 

Internship Workshop 

Wednesday, April 10, 12 noon 

Conference Room, CCN . 

LECTURES/PANELS 

Tuesday, April 9 

12 noon 

Visual Arts Synasthesia Symposium 

Panel Discussion on Performance 

Room 1016, Visual Arts Building 

Tuesday, April 9 

8:10 p.m. . 
"Destruction of Tropical Forests" 

Dr. Barbard Bentley 

Associate Professor of Biology 

SUNY at Stony brook 

Natural Sciences Auditorium 

Wednesday, April 10 


12 noon 

Visual Arts Synasthesia Symposium 

Panel Discussion on Sound 

Room 1016, Visual Arts Building 


3:30 p.m. 
Bentley!LaRosa!Salashy Design, will lecture on 
Interior and Architectural Design Incorpordting 
Furniture Design. The three principals of the firm will 
speak on the subject of "Accomodating Diversity": 
Ronald D. Bentley, Salvatore V. LaRosa, and Franklin 
Salasky. This is the first lecture in a series for the 
Rosalind Kirschner Memorial Lectures in 
Archi tectural Design. 
Perceptiom Lab, VA 
reception to follow lecture 

Thursday, April II 
12 noon 
Visual Arts Synasthesia Symposium 
Panel Discussion on Words and Other Media 
Room 1016, Visual Arts Building 

Sunday, April 14 
4 p.m. 
"Diane Arbus As A Photographer," a talk by John 
Szarkowski Director of the Department of 
Photography 
Museum of Modern Art 
Humanities Theatre 

Wednesday, April 17 
II a.m. 
Doug Wolf: President, Center for Book Arts, New York 
and Pfortzheimer Fellowship recipient will speak on 
New Development In Book Arts In America And 
Europe 
VA, room 1019 

Thursday, April 18 
11:30 a.m . 
Visiting Anists Lectull- Series 
Peter Millon, printmak('~ 
Room 1016. Visual AnsBuilding 



A Strange Outpouring 

By J. WITZ 

,.. 

- Will the doctor never come? I had already called his office 
several times this morning and each time I was told firmly, 
emphatically, in a tone that allowed for not the slightest degree 
of hopeful supposition, that the doctor had no intention of 
coming to see me at all. And yet.... it was next to impossible for 
me to rush out, march furiously up the street, where useful and 
interesting things are often heard quite by accident and where 
bohemians leap-frog one another into the poorest quarters of 
the city. To burst abruptly into his office and bring a clenched fist 
down onto his examining table. Aside from the fact that it would 
never, not in a thousand years, occur to me to take such a plan 
past a stage of dreamy contemplation, there were other reasons, 
more practical, visceral, even, than any high flown ethical 
considerations. 

You see, a few days ago I awoke (on a fine spring morning) 
with a slight burning sensation in my throat which I, of course, 
put off to the change in the weather. These warms days and still 
chilly nights (when one is young one naturally wants to get out 
under the stars a bit)...and if that weren't enough there was that 
entire evening spent smoking in a hot and airless public room. 

Anyway, I was lying in bed flashing through my mind a 
selection of pleasant tableaus, like a stack of familiar magazines, 
which I had set aside for just such mornings. Iwas floating on the 
surface of a pleasant revelry, not paying much attention to the 
passing time. At eight, I would have to take the trolley to the 

.office where I would make decisions as to whether documents 
were to be filed, thrown away or sent on to another department 
where they would await a similar deposition. But for the next 
forty minutes I was free to lie here very much at my ease. 

Suddenly I coughed; it was inevitable, and I felt a warm 
extrusion down around my belly button. Igave it little thought as 
it was, after all, inevitable, what with the change in the weather 
and the agitation in my throat; I was not ashamed. Being a true 
child of my age I realize that I'm not bound, not in the least, to be 
ashamed of something which, when properly understood, when 
seen beneath a clear and penetrating, turns out to be none other 
than the natural course of things. 

But what's this? A cool breeze was now blowing along my 
insides which now seemed outside and spilling rapidly onto the 
floor around my bed. In a moment a good portion of my room 
(and why not, it was my room) was filled with pink, quivering 
intestines of varying diameters. Worst of all, when I made to call 
for help (the phone was in the other room) I found I had made a 
hopeless tangle of the whole thing. 

Well, naturally I took things in stride. You see, for a man of 
certain experience, it becomes possible, even desirable, I might 
add, to steell himself against such eventualities as might drive a 
lesser man to despair. There was the small matter of house
keeping; you see, up until now I had been rather lax in that 
department, but now even the smallest splinter might cause me 
to grope agonizingly from one end of my bowels to the other (no 
easy task, mine being a bit longer than average). What might 
have been an unpleasant situation was resolved quite handily 
when the local parish began sending up shy mulatto girls to keep 
up the house~ Soon I had resigned my position and devoted 
myself, fu'll time, 10 local celebrity and the operation of my 
literary salon. 
CONVENTIQN WAS FLAUNTED 
THE ISSUES OF THE DAY WERE AVIDLY DISCUSSED 
FLEETING DESIRES WERE SOMETIMES GRATIFIED 

When my friends come over (many of them are artists) we 
sometimes drink beer. Then I become heavy with beer and, 
indeed, the entire house seems heavier too. When I get up to 
relieve myself it has becoome customary, almost to the point 
where I begin to caricature myself, for someone to ask after my 
disgestion. I answer: "Well of course, I'd like to tell you ...but 
who can see better than yourself." 

Thank God that among friends even the most outlandish 
follies can be committed without any need to feel anxious about 
them. . 

Things have been going along this way. for quite some time. 
A hierarchy of merit being established position and 

counterposition are entertained then discarded. Favors are 
dispensed with an easy hand and the free play of desire is 
heartilty encouraged (though ~ nevertheless remain a stern 
referee). 

Once a friend who owns a butcher shop told me of the time a 
pack of wild dogs forced their way in and ran through the streets 
dragging his entire stock of sausages behind them. What 
followed were countless sleepless nights spent alone, lying on 
the floor with my treasure gathered up beneath me. Fear 
gnawing away at me, fear beating at the window, till Itook heart, 
thinking: such occurrances were possible only in the 
newspapers. 

M ·A·H 




PET from page 6 

Enemy "a tongue-in-cheek look at the 
absurdity of war." Albee referred to The 
Sandbox as his favorite play, waggishly 
calling it, "too short to get himself into 
too much trouble." In The Zoo Story 
Albee, taking two dramatically opposed 
characters, forces the audience to look 
at itelf and ask: where are we going, 
what are our values, what is tha fate of 
20th century humankind, and are we to 
be all passion or all intellect? 

The cast of Enemy features Jay 
Bloomrosen, Christina Gupta, Susan 
Merritt, Kimberly Ratcliff and Cheryl 
Rondeau. Jay, Christina and Cheryl 
also appear in The Sandbox al9ng with 
Michael San Giovanni from the Dance 
Department . Barbara Conte's 

Concert Happenings! 

Hiroko Yajima, violin; Samuel 

Rhodes, viola; and Joel Krosnick, 

violoncello will be presented in concert 

at SUNY Purchase on Tuesday, April 

23 at 8:00 p.rn.. in the RecitaHall of the 

Music Building. The program for the 

evening will feature works by Paul 


ffindemith (1895-1963) in honor of the 
90th anniversary of the birth: String 
Trio No.2, Duet for Viola and 
Violoncello, Sonata for Viola Solo, and 
String Trio No.1. There is no charge for 
admission. . 

Hiroko Yajima has built an impressive 

reputation as a recitalist, soloist with 

orchestra, and chamber musician. She 

has concertized'extensively throughout 

the United States, giving solo recitals in 

New York at the 92nd Street Y as a 

special addition to the Distinguished 

Artists Series, Town Hall, and the 

Metropolitan Museum; in Washington 

D.C. at the Library of Congress and 

Philips Collection; and at Boston's 

Gardner Museum. She is a member of 

the Galimir String Quartet and the 

Mannes Trio.Her performances have 

also included collaborations with 

Rudolf Serkin, Itzhak Perlman, 

Pinchas Zukerman, Yo Yo Ma, and 

Jean-Pietrre Rampal, among others. 


"Synaesthesia" Being 
Presented By Visual Arts 

A symposium entitled "Synaesthesia: 
The Multi-Disciplinary Artist" will be 
presented by the Division of Visual Arts 
at Purchase as part of the Visiting 
Artists Lecture Series on April 9, 10 and 
11 from II :30 a.m. to I p.m. in the V A 
Building, Room 1016. The community 
is invited to attend at no charge. 

Synaesthesia is the sensory blending 
in which perceptions commonly 
confined to one sense (such as hearing) 
occur simultaneously in two or more 
senses. 

On Tuesday, . April 9, the panel 
'Performance as Umbrella will be 
moderated by Sally Banes, dance critic 
for The Village Voice and a member of 
the College's Dance faculty. 
Performance artists Joan Jonas, Robert 
Whitman and Stephanie Skura will 
demonstrate and discuss how 
performance serves as an umbrella for 
merging dance, sound, film, etc. 

Sound Extensions, the Wednesday, 
April 10 panel, will be moderated by 
sculptor Tal Streeter of the V A faculty 
at Purchase. Sound artists Alvin Lucier, 
Christopher Janny and Jean-Paul 
Curtary will share their perspectives on 
the connection of sound to body 
movement, physics, medicine, and 
sculpture. 

The Thursday, April 11 panel, Word 
Extensions, will be moderated by 
Warren Lehrer, writer, multi 
disciplinary artist and a member <;If the 
V A faculty at Purchase. 

production of The Zoo Story is her 
Drama Studies senior project. The 
production features Steven O'Connor, 
a senior film student, and Ron Potesky, 
a junior actor, in the roles of Peter and 
Jerry. 

The cast and crew of Enemy and The 
Sandbox have regrouped to present 
these full-scale productions after 
receiving positive response in last fall's 
Drama Studies "Theatre Production 
and Direction" class. 

All three plays will be presented in the 
Humanities Theatre,;Thursday through 
Saturday April 18-20 at 8 p.m., and 
Sunday April 21 at 3 p.m. Tickets are $1 
for students, $2 general admission. 
. Refreshments will be served. 

Joel Krosnklc, Cellist 

PET Wants Proposals For 
FaD Productions 

The Purchase 
Expenmental Theatre ill now accepting 
proposals for next term's projects. We 
are looking for people~ who have 
concepts that would be ready for 
November or possible late October 
productions. 

In the meantime P .E.T. has three 
more events planned for this semester. 
First, an evening of one-act plays, 
consisting of "The Zoo Story," "The 
Sandbox," by Edward Albee and an 
original work entitled "Enemy" by Ellie 
Serena. These will be presented April 
19,20 and 21 in thcHumanities Theatre. 

The following weekend Jamie 
Wallace's production of her own work, 
"The Osmotics," will go up.Her last 
show, "The Undertow," was enjoyed by 
all and we're sure this one will live up to 
our expectations. 

Finally, to cap off the year on April 
27 there will be an EVENT entitled "Be 
Tactful; Overlook Not Your Own 
Opportunity." Stay tuned for more on 
that! 

Neuberger Exhibiting 
Master Photographers 

Diane Arbus: Magazine Work, 1960
1971 


and HolUs Frampton: RecoUections/ 

Recreations 


From April 14 through June 9, the 
Neuberger Museum will exhibit works 
of these two photographers. The 
Director of the Department of 
Photography at The Museum of 
Modern Art, John Szarkowski, will 
give a lecture on Diane Arbus As 
Photographer on April 14 at 4 p.m. in 
the Humanities Theater. Immediately 
following the lecture, there will be an 
Opening Reception for both shows until 
6:30 p.m. All are welcome to attend. 

As an intergral part of the exhibition 
Hollis Frampton: Recollections/ Rec
reation, the Neuberger Museum will 
present six programs of selected mms 
by the artist. All film screenings will be 
held in the Theater Gallery Screening 
Room according to the schedule listed 
in the Calendar of this issue. 

Arts':briefs 
Film Fridays Presents "Asians In America" 
FILM FRIDAYS, the mm program at 

The Asia Society, presents a six-part 
film/ speaker series, beginning April 12, 
called "Asians in America." The 
programs will focus on Asian-American 
groups including the Japanese, Chinese, 
Korean, Filipinos, Southeast Asians 
and Asian-Indians. Each program will 
include documentaries, short or feature 
films and a speaker, either a filmmaker, 
a community worker or scholar . 

The purpose of the series is to show 
the history and pattern of immigration 
of Asian-Americans to this country as 
well as their problems of adaptation and 
assimilation. The mms screened will 
focus on specific problems and issues 
faced by a particular Asian-American 
group. The speakers will illuminate 
these issues either by providing 
historical background or by personal 
accounts of their experiences from 
working with these communities. 

All programs will be held in the 
Wallace Auditorium at The Asia 
Society at 7 p.m. (except on Sunday, ~ 
May 5, when the films will be screened 
at 3 p.m.). Tickets go on sale an hour 
before the show on a flrst-come, first
served basis. 

Members, students and senior 
citize.ns, $4; non-members, $5. 

"ASIANS IN AMERICA" 
Issei, Nisei, Sansei 


Friday, April 12 at 7 p.m. 

Nisei Soldier: Standard Bearer for an 


Exiled Peole (1984) 
The story of the 442nd Brigade, the 

Japanese-Americans who volunteered 
to fight for America in World War II 
while their families remained in 
internment camps. 

Directed by Loili Dong. 28 minutes. 
Hito Hata: Raise the Banner! (1982) 

Set in Los Angeles' Little Tokyo, this 

landmark film chronicles the lives of the 
Japanese immigrants and their 
descendants as seen through the eyes of 
an elderly retired worker, played by 
Mako. 

Directed by Robert Nakamura and 
Duane Kubo. 90 minutes. 

Guest speaker: Philip Tajitsu Nash, 
lawyer; the Asian American Legal 
Defense and Education Fund. 
Asian-Indians 

. Friday, April 19 7:00 pm 
Sweet Jail: The Sikhs of Yuba aty 

(1984) 
A look at three generations in a 

family in the Sikh agricultural 
community near Sacramento. New 
York premiere. 

Directed by Behroze Shroff. 48 
minutes. 
So Far From India (1982) 

The acclaimed film about a young 
Indian news vendor in New York City 
and a lucid study of the universitality of 
the experience of immigration. 

Directed by Mira Nair. 49 minutes. 
Guest speaker: Mira Nair. 
The Filipino Immigrant 


Friday, April 26 at 7p.m. 

Pinoy (1979) . 

An early Filipino immigrant fights to 
overcome prejudice and injustice in 
Seattle. 

Directed by Deborah Bock. 29 
minutes. 
The Fail of the I-Hotel (1984) 

A raw, angry film about the eviction 
of elderly Filipinos from the 
InternationalHotel in San Francisco's 
Manilatown. 

Directed by Curtis Choy. 
Guest speaker: Dr.. Walden Bello, 

. writer on the Phillipines and Filipino
Americans; currently with the US
Pacific Issues Network. 

DIANE ARBUS 

MAGAZINE WOR~ 1960-1971 

HOL'LIS FRAMPTON 

RECOLLECTIONS/RECREATIONS 


Hollis Frampton and Marion Faller Gourds Vanishing from Sixteen Studies from 
VEGETABLE LOCOMOTION 1975 

http:citize.ns
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.EditorbI 
Vote "Yes" For' SASU 

Every four years, the Student Senate Association holds a student-wide legislators to vo~in a budget that would ease the blow of cuts to SUNY. 
referendum to ask the students whether or not they want Purchase to In fighting the State Budget, SASU is an advocate for low tuition, 
continue being a member of the Student Association ofthe State University adequate state support for maintaining quality education, increased 
(SASU). financial aid, and greater participation in SUNY policy decisions. 

There are several reasons why every student who places a ballot in this SASU was instrumental in helping SUNY Purchase gain voting rights in 
referendum should vote "Yes". SASU serves to unify all student our community, and then,obtaiJling a voting district on campus. SASU 
governments on all SUNY campuses that wish to belong. The fee for organizes voting rights campaigns at many SUNY campuses. 
Purchase is $6,000 per year - it comes from your student activity fee, and it's 

Last month, SASU organized a trip to Washington D.C., whichmoney well-spent. , 	 , 
Purchase SSA representatives attended, to lobby against PresidentThere are many benefits to being a member of SASU. Not only does it 
Reagan's budget proposal. If passed, this budget would have a devastating serve as our link to the rest of the State colleges, but it organizes events such 
effect ,on Federal Financial Aid programs. The USSA (United States as lobby days, letter-writing campaigns, workshops and conventions, etc., 
Student Association), a national organization of student governments, which alert our legislators that we as students are a cohesive constituency of 
sponsored the lobby and SASU frequently works with the USSA to voters. Without an organization such as SASU, SUNY students would be 
command not only a state-wide, but a nation-wide student voice. too divided to make an impression on the State representatives. 

Last November, SUNY Purchase had a 91 % voter turn-out at the polls, a SASU's events have successfully influenced legIslators in the past on 
statistic which shows we care. We vote. We have a voice. SASU is our means several different issues cont..:'rning students. For instance, last year, a letter
of communicating our voice as students to the politicians that represent us. writing campaign helped to ,,~feat the 2 1 '-year-old drinking bill. Two years 


ago, constant lobbying against Cuomo's Budget Proposal swayed Vote "Yes" for SASU. 

---------------------------THIS WEEK'S, J,.ETTDS 

United States of America and here we do things by the back. We are all equally implicated in these murderous In Support 0/ Graffiti. .. letter writing/ petition signing/ public demonstration policies but we do believe it is our responsibility to 
route." Linda Wagner and Elizabeth Jacobs say "In acknowledge that, and to do whatever we can to 

To the Editor. third world countrys, graffiti becomes necessary ," and change the behavior of our country. We support, and 
As students who bave spoken in support of the graffiti is "black-facing" campus buildings. We hope will continue to 'support political graffiti as a way of 

appearance of political graffiti at Purchase, and who, that the chauvinism and racism implied in these trying to bring people to awareness of the 

having recently returned from NicaragUa, are assumed statements is unintentional, but we think it is consequences of our involvement in the world. 

to be associated with tbai graffiti, we feel we should neccessary to bring it to the writers attention. DON'T MOURN, ORGANIZE! 

reply to President Grebstein's comments, and the We do not necessarily advocate the use of violence Sincerely, 

letters from students, that complain about this means or destruction,' and h&rdly regard graffiti as being any 
 Elena Arengo 
of expression. such thing. But, contrary to his statement that Felicity Arengo 

First to address the insignifICant. We are confident "destruction hasn't ever really been popular as aform Christina DePaolo 
enough of our intellectual abilities to think it of political redress in this country," we remind Mr, Roger Logan 
unnecessary to answer President Orebstein's McCreight that beginning with the Revolution, Joanne Ross 
statement that anyone who condones the appearance through Indian wars against white invasion, and to the 

of political graffiti "is at best a fool." One might hope urban rioting of the black struggle for equality, 

though that t)le president of a college would have violence and destruction have constantly been part of ...In Disgust 0/ Gra//iti

sufficient faith in the power of dialogue to change attempts at political redress in America. 

opinion, that he would take iss~ with what he The 'letter writers object to political graffiti because To the Editor: 

considers peoples foolish idea rather than insulting what they call of "inalienable right" to freedom of Within the last few weeks our campus (SUNY 

and dissmissing them as foolish peopk. speech gives ample . opportunity to express ones Purchase) has been plagued with the problem of 


We do take seriously and sympathize with those opinions. But given the impenitrability of the mass graffiti.' Graffiti is not new to this campus. Not one 
>students who are concerned by what they consider the media to radical ideas, how much impact does the bathroom is graffiti free, The number of 

"destruction of property." Their "disgust and "right" to say whatever you want really have? By memorandums, personal messages and musings 
indignation" at seeing their bricks "abused" shows an breaking out of conventional, polite, channels of scrawled on the wall and study cubicles of the upper 
admirable sense of concern for the public welfare. But communication political graffiti has confronted floor of the Library take hours to read. Just last year 
we wish these students felt as great a need to speak out people with issues that are too easy to avoid. And of the Motorcycle Boy made his debut on Social Sciences 
against the destructive waste ofpublic resources when course whenever free expression has been pen:eived as and the Old Apartments. This newest form of graffiti 
money goes toward the building something like the a threat by the power structure in America it hos been must not be tolerated. "
MX missle, instead of something that would help systematically Silenced. Graffiti must be seen for what it is and not 
people. What we find most shocking, and most frightening . inte~reted as constructive activism nor must it ~ 

As political activists we are dismayed at the however is Mr. McCreight"s statement that we can put glorified as radical. or heroic in the name of a cause. 
apparently uncritical conformance shown in these "romantic political conscience" aside and that "things ,This latest wave of "Sandino Vive" has confused tJte 
letters to the notion that property is sacred above all in Nicaragua have little direct bearing on life at SUNY • issue, and at the same time confused many students. 
else. We suggest that whatever minor inconvenience Purchase." L}ving safely behind an imperiai power Defacement of property in the name of winning 
some paint on a wall might cause, it is overridden by Mr. McCrei&ht has the lUXUry of ignoring what our students have praised the graffiti for taking a political 
the possibility that political graffiti might stimulate way of life imposes on Nicaragua and the rest of the stand it is only by a far stretch of the imagination that 
awareness and discussion ofan issue like our country's Third World. He seems to feel comfortable with one could see using the cover of darkness and 
support for the Contras who rape and murder American napalm being dropped on Salvadoran destroying public property as courageous. Students on 
Nicaraguans not to mention destroy their property. villages, and American money invested in South this campus have unique opportunities to speak out 

limoihy McCreight says in his letter, "But this is the Africa while White police shoot Black protesters in the and v,oice their opinions. To resort to such cowardly 
measures as hiding in the dark and not claiming 
responsibility for damage done under that qover 
should be beneath the dignity ofany Purchase student. 

Purchase is an institution for higher learnin~ and 
BynM BENZ free thought. For one person or for one gr~p of 

people to fight for the freedom ofothers by destroying 

Graffiti Supporter Is Annoyed By Naive Letters 

I am annoyed at the naive letters that have been articles (one by a dedicated fellow organizer and the 
our communal property (graffiti in and on the Llbrary, submitted to The Load recently conceroing the graffiti other by a Load staff writer on the Serious Bizness) 
Social Sciences Building and other buildings) and bysc:rawled 	 about on campus. I don't agree with and one letter (by me). 
having much needed money spent on the resto~tion ofdestruction but I must argue that it was the most I'd say that personally I put in about 300 hours of 
these buildinmgs is an injustice to all the students effective 	 meaDs of consciousness raising done on work (almost failed a class).Huge phone and letter 
attending Purchase and an unworthy gestu" in the campus since the sit-in at the president's office. writing bills, paper and paint, xeroxes, gas and about 
name of a noble cause. The specific letter I am directing my criticism 2,000 generous dollars from the Senate cost the school 

toward is the one that wasn't fully taken responsibility a great deal glore than the man-hours it took to Sincerely, 
for, "Robin D." seems to think that the only way to remove the graffiti. Louise Little 
bring attention to and solve the problem of the U.S. of Some people in the school seem to be more upset Commuter Student Rep, Student Senate 

"'I:' 	 A. sticking its nose where it doesn't belong is to about temporary defacement than about permanent 
"demonstrate, rally, and let (our) intelligence" guide us deaths and destruction happening outside our little 
to the promised land. As the organizer of last campus-world. Remember the front page of The Load Actress Upset By Reviews 
semester's Socio-political week, I can say that after right after the election? SUNY Purchase had an 
seeing four people attend Suzi Oppenheimer's meeting historic moment on campus; we were deemed a voting To the Editor: 
with tbestudents, three at Perone's and a steady 10-12 district and got our own polling station. Equally 

After a 	 year of pitiful reviews of the Actingat various other lectures, rallies, films and important was the 91% voter turnout and the front 
Divisions' productions, I can no longer remain quiet. performances -that the impassioned scrawler has been page of The Load was about toilet paper in the trees. 
Topped 	 by the last two "winning" articles onmore effective than all my work. 	 I feel that this outcry in the form of graffiti is a 
"Separate Tables" and"An Evening of Pinter" I must In the past three issues of The Load the graffiti issue desperate sign of the times. It has been worth it if it gets 
ask why The Load bothers to write these reviews. They has drawn a~ut four to five pages of articles and a few people to "shake the apathy" from their pens. 
are not to advise the campus community whether orletlers and everyone is talking about it. Organizingfor Dante said "the hottest places irilell are reserved for 
not to attend shows, because they are printed after the Socio-political week began in March of '84 aimed for those who in a moment ofcrisis seek to maintain their 


the week of October 20-26 of '84. I reeeived two Load neutrality." continued on next ptJ,~ 




Purchase In 'Fransition: 'Setting An Agenda For Our Future 

A Change For The Worst? 


By FRANK J. CAMARDA 
Have you noticed? Do you see it?Have you been 

watching? Do you wonder about it? What docs it 
mean? What is its significance? Do you care? Does it 
bother you? Are you moved by it? This 
transformation? Are you it? The change: Purchase 
the student body. Little!ly little Purchase is changing. 
The students are different and the student body is 
becoming something else. 

The question is how? Why? What is the cause? The 
insidious little virus is mediocrity - the common 
denominator and its compliment. 'by a lack or loss or 
spectrum of students. antagonism. And what has 
instituted this cancer? The institution itself through 
the admissions process. I'm not speaking of the 
ICreening process. I'm referring to the enrollment 
count. There are more new students than ever and the 
adaption. the acclimiation process to an already 
dominant existent student body has diminished. There 
is no longer a role model: how Purchase functions 
,socially. The society of Purchase is becoming more 
and more conservative. more aptly put. reactionary. 
What is disappearing is a willingness to coexist. a 
tolerance. or even better. a celebration. for the 
individual. The hideous social structure of that 
oppressive epoch in our lives. high school. is becomins 
cvcr more perpetuated at Purchase by the ml.lltitude of 
DeW students. They have no reason to drop this < 

adolescent inclination to stomp out anything that docs . 
not confrom to their mass mediated notions of 
normalcy. They are the majority . . 

What is so ludicrous about all this is its distinct 
contradiction to an increasingly more visible creative 
student body. There are more publicforumaforartists 
to share their work: explorational tlieatre and dance. 
students supported events and exhibits outside of the 
institutional context. and especially the works on 
display in Campus Center North. 

Yet, there is no spectrum of students: vacuity or 
fecundity. No in-between. As different as day and 
night. And this produces antagonism. "Day and night" 
is more than a mere metaphor. The campus becomes 
entirely different at night. By day Purchase is full of 
peaceful activity. People are taking care of their 
business. Doing whatever they are doing. Going 
wherever they are going. North and the mall are great 
colJllilunal centers for everyone to hang out with each 
other. People are mindins their own business. 
Nighttime is a different situation. The most popular 
community center is South. Rightly named. it is the 
lowesL It is a pit. It is here that the new brigade of 
hyper-masculine bullies antagonize while the army of 
teeny-bopper "punks" pathetically live in a 
commercialistic MTV world ofa past scene. There is a 
oew belligerence in the pub that makes me and many 
others uneasy there. and as an example for the rest of 
the campus. It is here that a pub employee. a bouncer. 
though not working that evening, made an extremely 
conspicuous verbal attack - how soon will it become 
physical? - on all the "Cassots" at the next table; all this 
met with the greatest enjoyment and utmost approval 
by at least seven other drinking partners Here. where 
the slightest difference it attire or behavior is met with 
a menacing stare or remark. The pub has become 
elitist but of a different breed of exclusivity. Vapid 
mediocrity is in. Diversity is out. 

The pub is not the only place where this happens. 
Large open-house parties in the apartments have been 
ICCDCS for an increasing incidence for bouncing people 
for no other reason than their "undesirableness." The 
point is that this was not the case a few years ago at 
Purchase. Such incidents occurred rarely and with 
disapproval. What is dangerous to the Purchase 
community is these incidents have come to be expected 
and condoned. 

The most recent example of the ascendancy of 
popularized sameness at Purchaac was the heinous 
top party in the old apartments. This mock fraternity 
(which by the way is a sign of things to come. we have 
ODe already) was full of barbarians gleefully rejoicing 
in their triumph over progression; their half naked· 
bodies exuding synchronized primeval grunts of "I'm 
normal." The 1970's were alive and well there. replete 
with Charlie's Angels sensibility (more adolescent 
1DeIIl0ries) without a bit of irony. While passing 
through a herd of this cattle on their way back to the 
dorms from the party, a friend in exasperation yelled, 
·You're at the wrong schooUw Sadly, lamentably, I 
think he is mistaken. Purchase is f-.t becoming a 
difl'erent school. I think these new students are coming, 
~ age in the right place. They replied back, "No, you 
are'" 

By JENS WILKINSON 
In these times of change and uncertainty, Dean of 

Letters and Science Ted Gross emphasized, it is 
imperative that this institution have some sort of long 
term planning, or, put more simply, that we have a 
vision of our future. I would like to make my own 
personal statement, as a member of our student 
government, o(where I would like the school to be ten 
years from now. 

The next few years, especially with the strons 
possibility of a raising of the drinking age to 21, aad 
the apparent possibility of significant problems in the 
physical plant of this school, may well represent a 
period of turmoil in SUNY Purchase's future. It will be 
a time that will require a strong vision and strong . 
leadership both from the administration of the college 
and the student body. There will be a need for tbe 
careful planning of social events that bring together 
the students without the easy attraction of alcohol. It 
will require an extraordinary strength on the part of 
the students to forge a community spirit despite the 
challenges that have been thrust upon us both by the 
architects of the college campus and by the architects 
of' the scapegoat law that may virtually eliminate 
alcohol from this campus as early as next September 
It will be a necessity. then. that we use our artistic 
imaginations to color this school with new life. 

SUNY Purchase is too small to ever rival the great 
giants such as "Bcrekeley in the political power, dazzle 
and unity that is so attractive to the press of this 
country. We have enough great minds here, though, to 
become a great center of experim.entation, · a ce1}ter 
where knowledge and artistic creativity may be pushed 
beyond their present limits. Some of our student-run 
programs; such as the ' Purchase Experimental 
Theatre. and the Magazine of the Arts. have the 
potential of contributing towards this spirit. 

I have a vision sOlDCwhere of Greenwich Village in 
1917. of a place where the thinkers and artists of 
America and of the world would come to fand a place 
where they could be among people like themselves. 
people wanting to expand the ~owledge and 
consciousness of mankind, to create new ideas, new 
landscapes, new horizons for themselves. This is what 
Purchase, with its diversity of ideas, could become. 

If there is to be such a movement. then we all have . 
our places in it, both today. tomorrow and beyond. 

Through all th(!~~ changes, our student government 
has its own role to fulfill. It must provide the 
momentum to bring the students i.ogether so that their 
ideas do not remain separate, but contribute to what 
someone in our history called a great melting pot. It is 
also the role of the student government to know what 
the students want from their college experience, and to 
bring this knowledge to the ones who run this 
institution. 

Within this community there is another factor. The 
students are Dot the only ones who would benefit from 
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completion of the show's·run. Obviously, the articles 
do not intend to support the division - at least not 
intelligently. Why not? The Acting Division is a 
member of the League of Theatre Schools, making it 
one of the best actor-training programs in the country. 
Our graduatesare working, though I've never seen The 
Load print any news about our alumni's success. As I 
read these reviews of our ' Senior Company, those 
actors are entering the professional w.orld at the 
League Auditions. . 

The review of the Junior CoIbpany's The Time of 
Your life merely listed it's cast; and spoke of nothing 
that accounts for the play's place in American history. 
or the manifestation o( Saroyan's ideas. Their second 
show, o'Casey's The "Plough and the Stars is a 
dramatic masterpiece. It was obvious that the reporter 
knew nothing of o'Casey or what the play is about. 
Therefore, I offer my review ofMr. Tomere'sarticle-a 
journalism genius comparingHarold Pinter - a great 
modem playwright, to the Benny Hill Show. 

A reporter can only report what he sawand heard. A 
critic (hopefully educated on the subject) can say what 
he thought about what he saw and heard. not what he 
thinks the actor is doing, (his opinion) stated as fact.· 

First Tomere's opening paragraph on inconsistency 
and inexperience was unecessary and insulting. Was it 
to serve as an opening apology to the cast? Was he 
aware that these inexperiencedactors perform more in 
~heir training here more than at other schools. or, 
better yet, that they performed for the top agents in the 
country this weekend and (considering the Division's 
track record) probably did very well? Next he observed 
Mr. Kearsley as self-conscious and presumptuously 
told us why: "Keariley was trying too hard to play up 
to the audience." Did Mr. Kearsley tell Mr. Tomere 

this renewal of spirit. For our educational experience 
to work for us, we must interact with the faculty in 
more than just the classroom as we had in grammer, 
middle and high school. Our professors can become a 
mo~ important part of our college experience, but 
they must be encouraged to do so. If a student is 

defined as one who learns. then we must accept the 

faculty in that definition, and must show them that 

they are welcome to participate in campus life in more 

than ,they do simply as teachers. This ideal is also 

imperative iii any plan to cure the separation and 

isolation of Purchase. ; 


Now that I have outlined some of the problems that 

we are facing and that we will continue to face, the 

question naturally arises, as to what should be done, or 

what specific JeCOmmendations I have that might 

serve to alleviate these ills. All of them deal with a 

stronger unity on the part of the students as well as on 

the part of the campus community as a whole. There 

must be a return to unity on the part of the sectors of 

thoups that are unaware of the group as a whole. 


We must fight for our right to have spacious areas 

where we can carry out our activities as a student body 

rather than as tiny bodies forced to live on the same 

campus. 


We mustftght against the tyranny of the status quo, 

that decrees that the beat course to take is one of 

lamentable stagnancy, that forbids anything that 

might chanp the way we live, for fear of worsening 

our plight. 


Most of all, we must fisht against the idea that we 
are only here to set jobs and to fulfill the American 
Dream. We must learn that we are here, now. and that " 
this is the real world. This may be our only golden 
chance to do thinp that we will nCVCr dare or find the 
time to do later in our lives. It is our chance to tell the . 
world how we really feel and to try Qur beat to chanp 
it. 

There are mnay ways to promote this unity, some 

that would be easy to implement now, some that 

would require great time and efforL A rapproachment 

between the student leaders of Campus and Residence 

Life, the Student Senate. and the clubs of the campus 

in the form of meetings and pre-semester workshops, 

would provide a fIrSt step in alleviating some of these 

problems. A tighter coordination of, campus-wide 

activities with the clubs could be a major step. The 

development of more effective and mass forms of 

communication would be a great help. 


Purchase can be, as the sloagn reads....a very special 

place." Our special duty within the next few years is to 

strensthen this idea, without giving in to the 

reaCtionary tendencies that could make this school 

something ordinary where it can be something great 

and unique. There is much work to be done towards 

this end, and we, as a student body, must not shrink 


. from this task. 

this?How can he assume that this ' is what the actor 

attempted? Next. my favorite sentence in the review: 

"The Collection was strictly o.k." What docs "strictly 

o.t. mean besides being weak English? Then the 

comment, Pinter's play "was ultimately pointless." 

Am I to believe the reviewers know anything about 

Pinter from this brilliant remark? Later in the piece 

there is one sentence donated to Liz Burnette's work. 

She "~ed unsure of herself' (I know not'seems'

Hamlet) and an obligatory controdictory compliment

she also "had moments of fine acting. W Please Mr. 

Tomere, at least take a stand. Lastly. Tom Edwards' 

performance as "shady and inexperienced," partly due 

to not using his beautiful voice. I offer instead that Mr. 

Edwards played a potentially dangerous character, a 

time-bomb. Dangerous characters don't need to raise 

their voice. Did John Wayne or Oint Eastwood ever 

threaten anyone by yelling? 


I advise any future drama critics that write for The 

Load to take any of Joe Stockdale's classes on 

Dramatic Structure or TheatrcHistory, or an Acting 

Workshop class open to all students. 


Junior Company Actress 

crltk: / krit-ik/ n. one wfro engages often 

professionally in the alUllysis, evaluation, or 

apprecilltion of works ofart. 


Pletue Ms. Junior Company Member, will you tau 

a stand? Do you want The Load to report on the. 

plays or critique them? From your definitions, there 

doesn't seem to be a difference. If Mr. hanky wa.r 

not convincing in his role or tried too hard to play up 

to theaudiena, ituobv;ous;hoM·t>wr, I wos n.ot.awart> 
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~--...........-------------, On April 9, Sarah Lawrence College will host a teach-in with 
Sarah Lawrence Colleg~ speakers from Ames (Association of Women lin EI Salvador) 

Speakers on Central America Madres, a U.S. women's group that supports Nicaraguan 

Stud-ent Union 
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~ If you have any questions about the Student Union· who we ~ 
: are, what we do, etc· stop by ameeting. Monday nights at 9:30 ~ 

p.m. In the conference room. 'CCH. OR leave your name and ~ 
: box number In our mailbox at the Info Booth. CCH. and we'll : 
~ get In touch with you.
************************~ 

-r-------------~~----- ,Students 

Against Nuclear 


Trucking 

meetings· Tuesday nights, 

Campus Center South' 

Dance Floor 

10 p.m. 


-April 9th 
-7 p m 

*Amnesty International Meetings! 
Campus Center North 
-Conference Room 
-Monday at 9:30 p.m. . 

Amnesty International is an independent world 
wide movement that works for the release of II 
prisoners of conscience, for fair trials for 
political prisoners and the abolition of the 
death penalty. 

Pieter Brueghel 

Student Union Meetings!!! 

Monday Nights 


Campus Center North 

-Conference Room 


-9:30 p.m. 


. 	 We have coordinated efforts with local government 
organizations and surrounding committees. We need you to 
come and hear just.what is going on at our meetings!! 

,. 
There will also be a vigil through the month of April on 1287 

(the route where nuclear trucking is going on) to gain publicity 
and community awareness, and to increase pressure on our 
state government to reroute the trucking of this hazardous 
waste. We need partiCipants for the vigil. Please contact Shaun 
Paul, 253-9780 for more information. 

Bulletin Board 

We'll be discussing many important issues 
such as: 
-Financial Aid 
-Opening of the Butler Building 
-21 year old drinking age 
-Central American issues 
-Nuclear issues 

women. Fransisco Campbell from the Nicaraguan Embassy 
- will speak, along with Robert Matthews of NACLA (North 
• - American Committee On Latin America). They will speak on I' 

current issues concerning Central America. 
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4 days In Aprlllil 
March and Rally 

In Washington D.C. 
April 20thll-


If you are interested in partiCipating in 4 days in 
April, bus transportation is being arranged. 
Please leave your name and box number in the 
Student Union Mailbox, located at the Info 
Booth, CCN. 

On May 3, there will be a party in the Dining 
Hall. This is NOT your ordinary party! All the 
money collected will be donated to UNICEF. 
A general meeting of the Party Planning 
Committee will be held at CCN on Monday, 
April 15, at 8:30 p.m. We need lots of people to 
fill three different shifts. It's going to be a good 
time with rewarding payoffs. 
If you're interested in helping out (serving 
beer, watching door. etc.) at the party, please 
come to the meeting. It's a great way to use 
your free time for a good cause! 

-' 

East, West, Home Is Best: 
Domestic Genre Prints 
from the Netherlands 

April 23 to June 30 
NEUBERGER MUSEUM 

.State University of New York 
at Purchase Project Gallery 

Tuesdays at 4:30 

Stations 

a work for television 

by Robert Wilson 

Tuesday, April 23 

at 4:30 p.m. 

Museum Study Free 

Opening Reception following 

This exhibition was curated by Donna 
Dempsey and Patricia Magnani, Class of 
1985, as their Senior Project in the Art 
History Faculty. Their advisors 
wereNana Nancy Miller, Assistant 
Director of the Museum, and Nanette 
Salomon, Assistant Professor of Art 
History. 

... 
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that actors only "attempted" to portray roles instead 
of becoming their cluJracter. Hopefully these actors 
are here because they will get experience andbe able to 
show it. It also "seems" tluJt "a year ofpitiful reviews" 
is your estimation ofevery highly critiCQI review tluJt 
may be a badreflection on someone's performance. As 
to Mr. Tomere's writing, no one is a "journalism 
genius" that works for nothing outside ofpress tickets. 
Mr. Tomere has studied"Ptnter's plays and acting 

Jincluding Joe Stockdale's workshop course) at SUNY 
PUrchase. 

The Load bothers to write these reviews to further 
our dedication to bringing the Acting Companies to 
the eyes of the campus. We do try to support the 
Division in our Arts Briefs Section, most ofwhich are 
repeated in the Calendar. However, The Load is not 
often made aware ofevents until it is past our deadline. 
q you have taken these classes, we encourage you to 
come down and write some reviews tluJt do support the 
Division. 

Ethiopian Jewry:
A Personal Perspective 

By FAY GREENFIELD 
Long ago King Solomon sent 12,000 soldiers from 

the 12 tribes of Israel to serve under his son Menelik, 
emperor of Ethiopia. Today's Ethiopian Jews, also 
known as Beta Yisrael (the House of Israel) believe 
they are descendants of these 12,000 men. One or 
Israel's former Chief Rabbi's (Ovadiah Yoset) claims 
they are, in fact, descendants ofone of the lost tribes of 
Israel-Dan. Beta Yisrael has survive through centuries 
of persecution and have perpetuated the same religion 
and tradition based on the Torah (Bible), which Jews 
practice worldwide. Until 1870 Beta Yiarael believed 
that they were the only surviving Jews, that they alone 
were preserving Judaism~ Today Jews in Ethiopia are 
religiously oppressed, as well as plagued by famine and 
drought. Over 15,000 of these Beta Yisraelites want to 
live as Jews, in freedom, in their homeland - Israel. 

Lynn Goldstein, a third year rabbinical student, 
presented her personal perspective on Beta Yisrael's 
present condition to SUNY Purchase students on 
Februrary 12. Brought to campus by the Jewish. 
Student Coalition, the dynamic speaker used slides 
from her mission to Ethiopia in November, to vividly 
reconstruct what she had witnessed. She shot 
numerous rolls of falm because she and her group "had 
a feeling we had to photograph everyone." Aware that 
the improvements they were attempting would not and 
could not fully alleviate Beta Yisrael's plight, they were 
at least able to "save someone" by bringing his or her 
photo to America. 

Her group consisted of North Americans bringing 
food, clothing, medicine, and a spirit of love, Ms. 
Goldstein acted under the auspices of the North 
American Conference on Ethiopian Jewry, a 
grassroots, activist, nonprofit organization whose 
purpose is "to initiate and foster immediate action and 
ongoing projects on behalf of the relief and rescue of 
Ethiopian Jewry." Her traveling group included: 
Queens Congressman Gary Ackerman who produced 
a videotape for Congress on problems in Ethiopia, and 
doctors from the American Jewish Reform 
movement. Ms. Goldstein emphasized that 
government observers were constantly present. They 

Space Colonization: The H~bitats 01 The. Future 

By ROSANNE LUFRANO 

Star Trek, you know - Captain Kirk, SpoCk, etc., 
has been off the air for ab.out 17 years. We still watch it 
though - there's a certain vintage attraction to the Star 
Trek vision of the future - a time far off when 
humankind would · explore space and seck out new 
civilizations. 

A few years after the series was cancelled, the United 
States landed a rocket on the moon. But that was 
nearly 16 yeas ago. Since that time, scientists have 
made advancements in the technologies of space 
exploration. We still can't start living like the Jetson's, 
but, physicists such as Gerard O'Neill have predicted 
that people will actually colonize space by the next 
century. _ 

O'Neill explains in an article entitled "2081" (an 
exerpt from his book The Year 2081) that a space 
colony would be an earth-like habitat outside of 
earth's shadow, growing its own food and deriving all 
its energy from the sun. A metal shell would hold the 
atmospheric pressure we need for breathing. Water, 
once introduc;ed into a space habitat, will remain, 
circling through a closed ecological cycle. The effect of 
earth's gravity can be duplicated by rotation. 

The colony could be self-sufficient, supplied with 
raw materials catapulted from the moon by an electro
,magnetic "mass driver." 

The climate could also be controlled, according to 
O'Neill. Sunlight can be admitted for as many hours of 
the day as the residents choose so that they may 
maintain any desired climate. This concept of 
"weather or not" - the creation ofan ideal environment 
- has long been a dream of the human race. 

Lunar soil taken into space can rest on the interior 

could not travel from one village to another without a 
government issued permit, guide and bus. 

Beta Yisrael can not teach and perpetuate their 
religion under Mengiestu's Ethiopian government. 
While the majority of the country's Coptic Christians 
do not face oppression, the government has placed a 
ban on the speaking, reading, writing and teaching of . 
Hebrew. Beta Yisraelites secretly learn the language 
from each other. Kests - similar to rabbis - have not 
only been arrested, but also tortured when caught 
teaching Judaism. Burnings of Hebrew texts are 
prevalent. The government. has forced Jews to 
desecrate their sabbath. Jews are forbidden to leave 
Ethiopia. Countless Beta Yisraelites have been 
arrested for attempting to walk to Israel. In jail 
government officials have beaten their soles effectively 
hindering further walking. Until a few years ago they 
even sold these "prisoners" into slavery in Saudi 
Arabia. 

Additionally, the Jews e~perience anti-semetism 
from fellow Ethiopians. Beta Yisraelites have been 
treated as pariahs by a hostile society that calls them 
"buda" (evil eye) and "CaIaSha" (stranger) . . Ms. 
Goldstein added that there is a local folk superstition 
that the Jewish community becomes hyenas by night. 
There is also a Coptic Christian missionary movement 
to convert the Jews. 

Ms. Goldstein depicted the drought and famine that 
was gripping all of Ethiopia in Noveniber. Children 
1nd adults were, and are, stricken with polio, measels, 
parasites, cholera, malnutrition, typhoid, and 
numerous diseases. If the audience saw an emaciated 

Student -Directo'r" 'Positions 

available In the Office of -" 'Campus and 

Residence Life 

Campus Center North, 101.1 

appncatlons due Wednesday,
April' 17, 1985 at5 p.m. 

$4.10:-perIhour 

of a metal shell to form iand area, as land on eath is 
formed by soil, resting on bedrock. Freeman Dyson, a 
visionary physicist who has pioneered research in 
areas such as plant farming, laser rockets, intelligent 
clouds, as well as asteroid colonization, disagrees with 
some of O'Neill's ideas. 

In terms of economic realities, Dyson claims that 
asteroids which are formed of soil already where food 
could be cultivated, are cheaper than colonizing an 
iron or nickel asteroid ~ Some physicists suggest using a 
solar mirror to melt and hollow out an iron or nicklc 
asteroid. O'Neill describes how homesteaders build 
their own shells from available minerals. Dyson 
doesn't believe that either of those ideas are sensible. 

How will the new space residents travel to and from 
space? It was discovered that the Project Orion, which 
was banned in 1963 due to the Nuclear Test Ban 
Treaty, would discharge enough radiation to be 
unacceptable environmentally. Arthur Kantrowitz 
has advocated the use of a ground-based laser system 
where the ship would carry reaction mass (it could 
even be water) and the lasers would follow it upward, 
delivering energy to vaporize the reaction mass. The 
cost of getting a ton of payload into orbit would be 
$10,000 under this system. Dyson states that the 
launching facility could be a "public highway" into 
space for a small-scale colonization. "You'd make 
your reservation and show up with the equipment 
you'd need wherever you were going - perhaps not an 
individual or a singie family, but certainly a small 
group." 

Ptut 2: Next laue - Teclutololin oj New EllnV .. .... 
SOIII'CeI 

boy, Ms. Goldstein told them, chances are he is now 
dead. She conveyed her own frustration of watching 
children who could be saved ifonly there was enough 
food and basic medicine to last. In one of her slides, a 
little girl peered out from the screen at students; her 
head was oversized compared to her gaunt, small 
body, from malnutrition. Her eyelids were dotted with 
dark spots, indicating a disease which flies spread. 

Strugling with malnutrition and dehydration, 
14,000 to 15,000. Jews have already succeeded in 
reaching Israel. Their desire to surviye spiritually as 
well as physically in their homeland has propelled 
them forward. K.nowing fully well the possible 
repercussions if Mengistu's government caught them, 
many Jews still have left. With all of their belongings 
on their backs they have walked from Ethiopia, 
through 1800 kilometers of mountains, deserts and 
jungles. Taking anywhere from several weeks to 
several months, they have reached refugee camps, 
from which they are brought to Israel. 

Ms. Goldstein concluded with one of Beta Yisrael's 
prayers. "Do not separate me, 0 Lord from the 
chosen, 

From the joy, from the light, from the splendor 
Let me sec 0 Lord, the light of Israel 
Abandon me not." 

If you want more information and/ or to be involved in 
aiding Ethiopian Jews, please contact Lynn Goldstein 
at Hebrew Union College, I West 4th Street, New .. 
York, NY 10012, (212) 674-5300, or 'the JSC mailbox 
at the Info Booth in CCN, 253-9114. 

SENATE EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS!! 


Coming Soon 

April 23, 24, 25 


petitions are available in ,'Campus and 
Residence Life. and the Student 

Senate,Office, CCN 

Get Yours Today!! 
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APRIL IS STILL BRODY HARTNAN ~~ONTH! 

u Blue eyes - Just do it one more time, pleaseIII 
- Glowing! 

JuDlor BUdmaD-
PeanutbuUer?stlftre,..?1Black lace?I?Let'• 
• the wlDchroe, tho., .,we doD'tfreeze Dezt 
time we're OD Rt. 901 Betcht.,L.P. dIdD'tget.uch
• baDe out of Falmouth Park. ••' and he had a 
eleeplq bagtl We mould take ht. advice more 
often. ADd It didn't neD cost $451 

The Answer is in the Question 
E\lel)' afternoon two monks strolled In the garden of the 
monestal)'. One day as they were walktng along a woodeci 
patho one of the monks asked the other Ifhe though tI t would 
be a pleasant expeI1ence to have a cigarette as they took their 
walk. The other agreed. but they decided they should ask the 
master of the monestal)' for his permission. The next day as 
they came out for their walk one of the monks Wassmoking a 
Cigarette and the other was not. ."We agreed to ask the 
master." said the monk not smoking. 

1l1at Is. so and I did," replied the other. 

"I asked for permission to smoke and was refused." 

"How did you ask?" 

"\ approached the master and said 'Master, when \ am 

walking and medltatlng In the garden Is ItalI1ghtifl smoke a 
cigarette?' and he said 'Absolutely notr." . 

'You see, my brother, It Is In the asking of the questlon tlllit 
you were refused. I approached the master and said, 'Mastel 
when I am smoking In the garden; Is ltalI1ght If\ meditate"" 
and he said, 'Certainly'." 

Mr. HeU8iDler- Trutme OD dda ODe: Youdo It 
with your mouth OpeD t - A Material GIrl 

Jay - rm still waiting to see the hidden 
mcquetball court. 

-- Woof No. 1 

To the Best Drummer In the world! 
I have faith In you. 
rm glad I have the chance to see 
you in action. 

- Your fan forever 
Debbie - Keep the screaming down please - A 

very close and dear fri.end, 
Ha1ka, 

Although it hurt for awhlle I must admit we have 
become better friends. 

--Mom 
P.S. Next time let's share. 
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To: Rob, Stuart. Jamie B., Rich, Kevin, Hdke, Andy, John, 
Rhea. Edmond, Chris. Beth, MeHsaa. IJe.ve, Ursula, Ron. 
Peter, Jamie R.. Ken, Goldalee, Julie. Jeff. Tab, Brett, 
cartos R., Fabrice, Marco, Doug, Diane, Sue, Marcie and 
everyone else ·who worked 80 hard Friday, March 29th to 
make the G.L.B.U. party such ,a ~at success. 1banks1 
Jamie and Kathy . 

Dave - Gald we're back the way we Were.1'tp , I missed you and hatred never entered 
into it! Here's smoke in your face and~~ o 	 here's to a close group of gossiping

~O friends! 
f'\~ 
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Jay - Sorry I'm so spolled. I miss you from 
Monday to Thursday. This summer? Bardo's!-
Me 

To mine leetle peppeIlTJllent stick. 

.~ It has been vonderful three years unt Iluf 

~ '-I xou more each day!! Happy Anniversary babe.021 
~ ''''II) , .. .and rm tellin you rm not leavin ..." 

• ~ 'QI) II) Love and 3.0's - Robin 
II) B ca ~= 
"t:;:s '-I::: 0 DlDa Roee,a~.g~~ Why WOD't you play honey with me??? 

~~o~ --SIgned T.C.M. 

Bj ~.II) t\4e.,,~\; l • .,...! ~S ~ Rf'1rt........ ~ . 


Eva. Robin and Debs ,.CD See Ya Next Semester! 

--Ellen 
o To My Special Bed Partner;o I love to hold you... 

I love to kiss you

' I love to be your slave ,. 
 Rn 


1 
To the Sunday Flik Crew: 
Brett (Cake Man), Andy, Laura, Usa, John S., 

Monica (Cashier Extraordinaire), Heather (Artiste de 
Omlette), Andy C., Zarlna. Matilda, Emily, John F., 
Debbie (QUeen o( the BahaIDas), Steve (Beverage ... " ~ Deity), Eva, Laura, Clifton (You Forgot to Clean the 

· ·C Sink!), Sue, Nara. James, Renee:..you're the bestlll .. ~ 
I" 

Beth 
P.S. "Hats on heads and smiles on faces I"· Will,.,. 
somebody please show Brett how to cut cake? 

.J.B. Upschitz- Seward of the spoon-headed+ 	 vacuum-lipped baby - coming soonl 

-Big Olof 


>o o 

" ~ 
Ellen - Here's to donkey shit. Love ya. Beagle 


